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PREFACE 

This discussion paper represents an important stage in the Law 
Commission's review of the law relating to arbitration. Substantial 
research and preliminary consul tation has preceded its publication, 
and we hope that responses to it will provide additional information 
about the advantages and disadvantages of the present system in 
practice as well as advice on the options available for law reform. 

Arbitration is an ancient and valuable method for resolving 
disputes. Its central features are that it is based on an agreement 
between the parties to the dispute, involves referral of a dispute to 
an independent arbitral tribunal (made up of one or more 
arbitrators), and produces a binding decision which may be enforced 
through the courts. For many New Zealanders the word 
"arbitration" may suggest some connection with industrial relations, 
a linguistic legacy of the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration 
Acts in force for much of this century. This paper is not about 
industrial arbitration as such but about arbitration as a means of 
deciding a wide range of disputes. Many of these disputes arise in a 
commercial context, but to describe our topic as "commercial 
arbitration" would fail to capture its full range - from a dispute 
between a house owner and painter over the quality of work done, 
to the dispute between the Greenpeace organisation and France 
arising from the sinking of the vessel "Rainbow Warrior" in 1985. 

The Law Commission included a review of arbitration law in its 
programme for several reasons. We were aware of substantial 
changes to the English legislation on which the main New Zealand 
legislation is modelled, and to equivalent legislation in Australia, 
Canada and elsewhere, as well as the international model produced 
by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 
(UNCITRAL). We were also conscious of the importance of 
ensuring that dispute resolution processes can operate effectively in 
contemporary social conditions, a matter close to the heart of the 
work being done on the structure of the courts - a topic referred to 
the Commission by the Minister of Justice. 

A recurring theme in this paper is the tension between party 
autonomy and judicial intervention in the arbitral process. A 
conscious restriction on the role of courts has been a feature of 
recent legislative reforms overseas. The adoption or rejection of 
that approach is a critical issue in this review. 

The paper is in three parts. Part I is an introductory section. Part 
I1 comprises an extended review of the law relating to the different 
stages of an arbitration - comparing the present New Zealand, 
English and Australian Acts and the UNCITRAL Model Law on 
International Commercial Arbitration. Part I11 gives an indication 
of the Law Commission's present (albeit tentative) opinion on the 
general direction for reform of our law. For those 
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under pressure of time, Parts I and I11 may be read to gain a sensible 
appreciation of the topic and our tentative preferences. Those with 
a particular interest in the topic will find the reading of Part I1 both 
important and interesting. 

Information (of considerable importance because of the privacy in 
which arbitrations are conducted) and submissions (which may, but 
need not, be based on the questions set out in Part 11) in response to 
this paper would be greatly appreciated. These should be sent to 

The Director 
Law Commission 
P.O. Box 2590 
WELLINGTON 

by 3 February 1989, and should indicate whether the respondent 
wishes to meet members of the Commission to discuss the 
submission. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

1. According to The Oxford English Dictionary the meaning of 
"arbitration" for present purposes is - 

"the settlement of a dispute or question at issue by one to 
whom the conflicting parties agree to refer their claims in 
order to obtain an equitable decision." 

2. The definition indicates the wider context in which 
arbitration law must be viewed: as one of a number of methods by 
which disputes may be resolved. History suggests that disputes are 
inherent in human societies, and ours is surely no exception. Many 
disputes are resolved informally whether by explicit or tacit 
agreement, or by simply letting the point lapse. Sometimes there is 
scope for the assistance of a third party without the power to 
impose a settlement or decision on the parties in dispute - a 
mediator or conciliator. And there are processes where a binding 
decision is given by a third party - arbitration before an arbitrator, 
or litigation before a judge. 

3. There are similarities between arbitration and litigation. In 
both the decision-maker must be impartial, treat the parties 
equally, and hear their respective cases - and its decision is binding 
on the parties. The difference is that arbitration is essentially a 
private matter based on agreement between the parties. This 
agreement extends not only to the use of arbitration, but also to the 
identity of the arbitrator/s and the law and procedure to be 
followed. But arbitration and litigation are not entirely separate as 
the public powers of the courts are used to enforce arbitration 
agreements and awards. 

4. At its best arbitration can offer advantages over 
litigation - the opportunity to choose an expert as decision-maker, 
the degree of informality and flexibility in terms of procedure, the 
reduction in time and expense (consequent on flexibility and 
expertise), as well as privacy. Not all of these features will always 
be present. For instance some arbitrations are very formal and 
drawn out with pleadings, discovery, oral evidence and full 
arguments, and involve as well as the arbitratorh, lawyers, expert 
witnesses and so on, all of whom have to be paid. Others are 
one-off affairs where a simple on-site inspection suffices for an 
immediate decision. Ultimately the difference comes down to the 
factor of choice and the flexibility this allows for. 

5. Arbitration (in the non-industrial context) is probably not 
well known nor understood in New Zealand. In part that may 
reflect favourably on our system of courts which, by international 
standards, operate speedily and efficiently. But it may also relate 
to the fact that lawyers - to whom many disputes are referred - 



have been educated and trained to think in terms of litigation when 
a dispute arises rather than some other form of resolving the 
dispute. Thus, although there are exceptions, arbitration of 
disputes in New Zealand has been and still is predominantly 
associated with the construction industry, sharemilking and 
valuation disputes. It may be that the law reform process of which 
this paper is a part will achieve, among other things, a greater 
awareness of the availability of arbitration as an alternative to 
litigation. 

6. Legal constraints on arbitration have undoubtedly reduced 
its popularity in some spheres of activity. In particular s.8 of the 
Insurance Law Reform Act 1977 makes unenforceable against the 
insured an arbitration agreement in an insurance contract unless 
entered into after a dispute has arisen, and s.13 of the Small Claims 
Tribunals Act 1976 (soon to be superseded by s.16 of the Disputes 
Tribunals Act 1988 in much the same terms) prevents parties 
contracting out of the tribunals' jurisdiction through an arbitration 
clause. This paper will consider whether such legal constraints on 
arbitration are justified. 

7. The present modest use of arbitration may also be at least 
partly the result of the somewhat antiquated system of arbitration 
law we have inherited from England (and which has now been the 
subject of revision there). The statutory part of New Zealand's 
arbitration law consists principally of - 

(a) the Arbitration Act 1908 as substantially amended by the 
Arbitration Amendment Act 1938, comprising the main 
body of law regulating the arbitration of disputes in New 
Zealand (or subject to New Zealand law); 

(b) the Arbitration Clauses (Protocol) and the Arbitration 
(Foreign Awards) Act 1933 and the Arbitration (Foreign 
Agreements and Awards) Act 1982 - implementing 
international conventions designed to facilitate the 
recognition and enforcement of foreign agreements and 
awards (see para.33 below). The latter Act now virtually 
supersedes the former; 

(C) the Arbitration (International Investment Disputes) Act 
1979 - implementing the "Washington Convention" which 
establishes a mechanism for the resolution of investment 
disputes between states and foreign nationals. 

In addition the common law - distilled from judicial decisions - 
plays an important part both in interpreting the statutes and in 
filling the gaps left by them (and imposes a general standard of 
decision according to law). This is particularly the case in respect 
of the 1908 and 1938 Acts which are only partially a codification of 
the general law on arbitration. These Acts and the common law 
that goes with them will be the primary focus of this paper. 



8. Most of that body of law relates to disputes submitted to 
arbitration by virtue of an agreement between the parties. A 
standard arbitration agreement is clause 12.3 of the New Zealand 
Conditions of Contract for Building and Civil Engineering 
Construction NZS 3910 1987, which provides that (if a dispute arises 
in respect of which the Engineer is asked to give a decision under 
c1.12.2.2): 

"If either: 
(a) the Principal or the Contractor is dissatisfied with 

the Engineer's decision under 12.2.2, or 
(b) no decision is given by the Engineer within the time 

prescribed by 12.2.2 
then either the Principal or the Contractor may by notice 
require that the matter in dispute be referred to 
arbitration." 

(And there are detailed provisions regarding notice, conciliation and 
appointment of arbitrators.) But an arbitration clause can be much 
simpler - as in one recent case over an agreement for the sale of 
shares: 

"In the event of a disagreement on the terms of this 
Agreement or the interpretation thereof such disagreement 
shall be referred to arbitration under the provisions of the 
Arbitration Act and its amendments." 

The simplest of all arbitration agreements is the one-off - perhaps 
unwritten - agreement to submit a particular dispute which has 
arisen to a chosen arbitrator. 

9. All of these forms have in common that (subject to 
arguments which might be made about standard form contracts, and 
so on) they are consensual. This almost goes without saying since 
an essential aspect of arbitration, as the Oxford English Dictionary 
definition indicates, is that it is the result of an agreement between 
the parties. Thus the main part of this paper will proceed on the 
basis that the arbitration is consensual. 

10. However the 1908 Act also contains provisions for 
court-annexed arbitration. That is, the High Court is empowered to 
refer certain matters which arise in litigation to an arbitrator for a 
ruling which the court may or may not accept (and similar 
provisions are found in the District Courts Act 1947, although there 
the consent of the parties is necessary). There are also a number of 
statutes which provide that disputes arising in relation to the 
subject matter regulated by the statute are to be resolved in 
accordance with the Arbitration Act. The appropriateness of such 
forms of "compulsory" arbitration is also something to be 
considered in the context of this paper, and will be taken up 
separately at the end. 



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

11. The word "arbitration" is derived from Old French as is 
"arbitrator1' which in turn is interchangeable with "arbiter1' - 
derived from Latin and incorporating the notion of "one who goes to 
see". This illustrates the antiquity of arbitration as a method of 
dispute resolution. A leading English Judge once observed that "the 
submission of disputes to independent adjudication is a form of 
ordering human society as old as society itself": Lord Parker of 
Waddington, The History and Development of Commercial 
Arbitration (1959). And according to The Oxford Companion to  Law 
(1 980): 

"The practice was well known among the [ancient] Greeks 
and there is evidence for the existence of public arbitrators 
in many states. In Athens private arbitrators were 
frequently appointed to settle claims on an equitable basis 
and so relieved the pressure on the courts." 

12. New Zealand's present arbitration law can be traced back 
to the ''law merchant" - the customs and law which developed in the 
Middle Ages in Western Europe to regulate the relationships 
between merchants. Over time, the major common law English 
court, the Court of King's Bench, assimilated the rules of the law 
merchant with the common law of England. But this involved some 
extension of judicial control over other forms of commercial 
dispute resolution. Thus, for instance, the courts developed the 
rules that an agreement to oust the jurisdiction of the King's Court 
was void, and awards could be set aside for error of law on their 
face. 

13. The first English Arbitration Act was passed in 1698. The 
aim was to make the written submission of an existing dispute to 
named arbitratods enforceable in the courts. (At common law, the 
courts would not lend their powers to enforce an arbitration 
agreement prior to the award unless the reference was made 
pursuant to their own inherent jurisdiction.) However at  the same 
time a "price" was exacted for this recognition, because the Act 
also marks the beginning of judicial scrutiny of arbitration, 
providing that: 

l'... any arbitration or umpirage procured by corruption or 
undue means, shall be judged and esteemed void and of none 
effect, and accordingly be set aside by any court of law or 
equity ..." 

New Zealand inherited this Act in 1840. 

14. TheEnglishCommonLawProcedureActof1854attempted 
to make the arbitral process more effective (e.g. providing for the 
appointment of arbitrators by default, and for the stay of court 
proceedings to enforce an arbitration agreement). But at  the same 
time it expanded the court's powers of supervision and control, 
introducing a procedure whereby the court could direct the arbitral 



tribunal to state a preliminary point of law in the form of a 
"consultative case" for the opinion of the court. The courts held 
that this was not subject to any contrary agreement of the parties. 
The provisions of this Act were adopted by the New Zealand 
Parliament in the Supreme Court Practice and Procedure 
Amendment Act 1866. 

15. The English arbitration legislation was consolidated in a 
single Act in 1889. The Act also made some important changes to 
the law - extending the term "submission" to mean all written 
agreements for arbitration (whether made before or after a dispute 
arose), implying a code of powers for the arbitral tribunal, and 
making the award itself summarily enforceable. It was at least 
partially a codification of the existing practice as well. In 
particular it recognised the court's power, previously based on its 
inherent jurisdiction, to set aside an award on the grounds of an 
arbitrator's misconduct. But the codification was not complete, 
leaving untouched the court's inherent power to set aside an award 
on the ground of error of law on its face - and the courts continued 
to exercise this in addition to their statutory powers. The English 
Act formed the basis for the New Zealand Arbitration Act 1890, 
and the 1908 Act which superseded it (the major difference between 
the two Acts being the extension of the New Zealand legislation to 
cover valuation agreements in 1906). 

16. Further amendments were contained in the English 
Arbitration Act 1934. In particular the court was empowered to 
compel the tribunal to state its award in the form of a "special 
case". This, together with the power to compel a reference of a 
preliminary point of law, effectively enabled the courts to 
adjudicate on any point of law arising in the reference. The New 
Zealand 1938 Arbitration Amendment Act essentially reproduces 
the 1934 English Act. 

17. When the law was again consolidated in the English Act of 
1950 there were few substantive amendments. It was not until the 
1979 Act that any substantial changes were made to reduce the 
court's powers. Among other things this Act replaced the 
consultative and special case procedures and the common law power 
to set aside an award for error of law, with somewhat more limited 
provisions for judicial determination of preliminary points of law 
and appeal on points of law, and, further, allowed most 
international parties to contract out of these provisions altogether. 

18. Thus, before the 1979 Act, English arbitration was very 
much subject to law and to the supervision of the courts. The 
autonomy of arbitration as a form of dispute resolution was 
recognised but only within clearly defined limits. This has changed 
to some degree in England but is still the case in New Zealand, 
since our arbitration legislation is based on the pre-1979 English 
legislation. 



REFORMING INFLUENCES 

19. The English 1979 reforms were largely the result of the 
Report of the Commercial Court Committee, chaired by Mr Justice 
(now Lord) Donaldson in June 1978, responding to the demands of 
international arbitration, in particular, and the difficulties and 
delays which had been experienced with the special case procedure. 
These have been used as a model for reform of arbitration 
legislation in Hong Kong, Singapore and Bermuda, and to a lesser 
extent in British Columbia (for domestic arbitration). In New 
Zealand the former Contracts and Commercial Law Reform 
Committee considered the possibility of similar reforms here but 
that project was deferred because of what were felt to be more 
pressing priorities. 

20. The English reforms have also provided the starting point 
for a comprehensive review of the Australian state legislation on 
arbitration (which previously tended to be along the same lines as 
the current New Zealand legislation, based also on the English 
model). The review was carried out by the Standing Committee of 
Attorneys-General ("SCAG") drawing on work which had already 
been done in the various state law reform agencies. It resulted in a 
uniform Arbitration Bill in 1984 which has since been enacted in all 
Australian states except Queensland. Whether New Zealand should 
follow the uniform legislation, in the light of its commitment to 
harmonisation of commercial laws under the "Closer Economic 
Relations" Agreement ("CER"), is a question of major importance. 

21. A third important thrust of reform is the UNCITRAL Model 
Law on International Commercial Arbitration, adopted by 
UNCITRAL in June 1985, and by the United Nations General 
Assembly in December 1985. The aim was to unify national laws 
dealing with international commercial arbitration and to provide a 
"fair and equitable framework for the settlement of international 
commercial disputes". The Model has already found favour in the 
common law world (and, although regarded there as somewhat 
conservative, also in the civil law world): it has been enacted in 
most Canadian provinces and territories and on the federal level, 
and is expected to be enacted in Australia later this year (following 
the recommendation of a Working Group of the Standing Committee 
of Attorneys-General). Thus there are CER- as well as 
international uniformity arguments for considering UNCITRAL on 
the international level at least. 

22. Moreover, the fact that the Model was intended primarily 
for international arbitration has not prevented it being adopted also 
for domestic arbitration (e.g. the Canadian Commercial Arbitration 
Act and new arbitration provisions in the Quebec Civil Code, both 
enacted in 1986). The Hong Kong Law Reform Commission 
recommended this as well in its recent Report on the Model Law, 
with the proviso that the parties should agree to it after the dispute 
arises. The SCAG Working Group which recommended the 



adoption of the Model Law in Australia has also recommended that 
some modifications be made to the Commercial Arbitration Acts 
for domestic arbitration, partly in response to the Model Law. 

PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH 

23. In all these reforms, as in the law which preceded them, a 
primary tension exists between two broad concepts - 

(a) party autonomy - that is, that arbitration (properly so 
called) is founded on the agreement of the parties, and that 
agreement should be respected even though a court may 
have reservations about its terms or the result achieved; and 

@) judicial scrutiny - that is, that courts have a public right 
and responsibility as organs of the state to ensure that the 
process of arbitration operates in all cases according to a 
uniform - if minimum - standard imposed by law. 

24. This is a tension which must be appreciated, even if it  
cannot be resolved, when contemplating law reform. Essentially it 
comes back to the conceptual basis for arbitration. There are 
various theories which have been put forward to explain 
arbitration - each with consequences for where the balance 
between party autonomy and judicial scrutiny should lie. 

25. The "jurisdictional theory" holds that the real authority of 
arbitration derives, not from the contract between the parties, but 
from the recognition accorded by the state. It argues that the 
court, representing the state and applying its law, is entitled to 
insist on certain conditions. These need not be limited to the 
parties' immediate concerns - for instance there are the interests 
of the state in maintaining a fair and uniform system of law and 
order. The uniformity policy was, in particular, the rationale for 
court intervention in England for a long time. The high point was 
the statement made in relation to arbitration by Scrutton LJ in 
Czarnikow v. Roth Schmidt and Co. [l9221 2 KB 478 that: 

"There must be no Alsatia in England where the King's writ 
does not run." 

(The term "Alsatia" once referred to a part of London which had 
become known as a sanctuary for criminals.) 

26. Subsequently intervention has been justified in order to 
protect weaker contractual parties from the consequences of their 
contracts (see for instance the Donaldson Committee's report). 
Most recently the arguments have been framed in terms of 
"procedural fairness", as in the (English) Departmental Advisory 
Committee and Scottish Advisory Committee ("ED&SW) 
Consultative Document on the UNCITRAL Model Law. But these 



still presuppose that it is for the state to determine whether, and to 
what extent, parties should be able to order their private relations. 

27. The "contractual theoryw by contrast holds that arbitration, 
having its origins in and depending for its continuity solely on the 
agreement of the parties, is essentially contractual. The argument 
here is that the parties voluntarily agree to submit their disputes to 
arbitration, to appoint the arbitratorh and, most importantly, to 
accept the arbitral tribunal's award as having binding force. Once 
authorised by the parties to make the award the tribunal acts as 
agent of the parties, and the award is binding on them as an 
agreement made on their behalf by their agent. Thus, according to 
this theory, the authority of the parties is paramount in all 
respects, and the only essential function of the court is to enforce 
agreements and awards which are not honoured as unexecuted 
contracts. 

28. We are inclined to the view that the interests of individual 
freedom and public order are both relevant: at very least the 
parties must initiate the process by agreeing to go to arbitration in 
the first place, but on the other hand the law through the court 
system must decide what legitimacy to accord to the agreement 
and what effect to give to the award (since the tribunal cannot 
itself enforce it). Thus the court may be entitled to demand that 
some standards of conduct are met since the tribunal is after all 
carrying out an adjudicative function, and in any event it is 
impractical to expect otherwise. But ultimately, if contract 
principles are to mean anything in this context, the freedom of the 
parties to select arbitration rather than court processes as the 
means for resolving their disputes must be respected. 

29. This is a practical as well as conceptual necessity. If the 
courts exercise too great a control over the arbitral proceedings 
and its outcome, the inherent advantages of arbitration over 
litigation stand to be undermined: speed and economy are 
negatived by the delays and costs of subsequent litigation; if the 
final decision is left not to the chosen arbitratork the choice and 
expertise of the adjudicator becomes of relatively less benefit; and 
the advantages of privacy are lost since the court proceedings are 
heard in public. And the flexibility of the arbitration process is of 
little value if the rigid procedures of the court are superimposed. 
The balance is thus a delicate one and in modern times has tended 
to move in favour of effective arbitration, yet at the same time 
attempting to ensure minimum standards of legality, fairness and 
due process. 

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 

30. The balance may be drawn differently for international 
arbitration (which, broadly speaking, takes place in the context of 
more than one national system of law). It has been 



argued that international arbitration should be entirely 
"delocalised" from national systems of law on the basis that they 
are irrelevant to the parties' concerns - and especially that the 
place of the arbitration, often chosen simply for geographical 
convenience, should not involve any particular legal consequences. 
The argument is the strongest for arbitrations involving states; 
indeed, the Washington Convention effectively establishes a 
supra-national method of dispute resolution. 

31. A variation on this holds that the national law of the place 
of the arbitration is still a reference point for international 
arbitrations - but it need not regulate these to a great degree. Its 
limited relevance suggests that this law should not apply strict 
controls, and also suggests that it would not have a great interest in 
doing so. There are significant practical advantages in having 
liberal treatment for international arbitration - since international 
parties tend to want flexibility in their dealings and are, moreover, 
able to shop around, selecting the national forum whose law is most 
congenial to this (a fact noted in the Donaldson Committee's 
report). Moreover, since international parties can usually look after 
themselves (and are often backed up by international arbitration 
institutions such as the International Chamber of Commerce), they 
do not need a great deal of support from national laws and courts. 

32. This approach is consistent with the approach of many 
national systems of "conflict of laws". These are the rules designed 
to deal with cases with a foreign element where an issue is raised as 
to its consequences. One such issue is whether the foreign element 
should lead to the displacement of national law as governing the 
substantive dispute. In common law countries such as England, New 
Zealand and Australia (where the conflicts rules are part of state 
law) conflicts rules allow the parties a choice of foreign law to 
govern the substance of a contractual dispute subject to minimal 
constraints such as public policy. By analogy it can be argued that 
they should also allow a choice of law to govern an arbitration 
agreement as the "proper law" of the arbitration contract, and to 
govern the arbitral procedure as the "proper law" of the arbitral 
proceedings (and see the English case of Bank Mellat v. Helliniki 
Techniki SA 119841 QB 291 at 301). Thus if the local conflicts rules 
are applied in a liberal fashion, the parties can effectively select 
the laws which they think are the most suitable for their arbitration 
without having to seek out a foreign forum. 

33. Conflicts rules could also provide for the recognition and 
enforcement of foreign arbitration agreements and awards, 
although very often this is dealt with by statute rather than 
judge-made rules. Many common law countries as well as a number 
of civil law countries are party to the 1958 New York Convention 
on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 
aimed at providing for easier recognition and enforcement of 
foreign arbitral agreements and awards, generally on a reciprocal 
basis. The Convention represents an advance over the 



earlier Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses (1923) and 
Convention on the Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards (1927) in 
this respect, and was intended eventually to replace the earlier 
treaties. 

34. The law of the place of the arbitration could go even 
further in liberalising the arbitration rules for international 
disputes. In cases where the law of the place of arbitration does 
still regulate the arbitration, its effect can be minimised by 
reducing the number of mandatory provisions, thus allowing the 
parties a broad freedom to decide on the terms of their arbitration. 
At the same time the parties might be allowed greater freedom to 
determine the substantive rules governing their disputes than 
conflicts rules would normally allow, or even to largely dispense 
with substantive rules - relying instead on general principles of 
justice and fairness. This is essentially the approach- adopted in the 
UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration. 

35. However at the time the Model Law was adopted by 
UNCITRAL it was recognised that its principles could, with 
adaptation, be extended also to domestic arbitration. This is a view 
we are inclined to share. There may be both theoretical and 
practical reasons for drawing the balance between private 
autonomy and public interest differently in the international case, 
but this need not result in completely separate laws for 
international and domestic arbitration. Essentially there is no 
fundamental distinction between the two: both are based on 
contract, and both represent an attempt to find an alternative form 
of dispute resolution which requires a certain degree of autonomy 
to be truly effective. In the domestic case as well, national law 
may be of little relevance to the partiest commercial interests. 
And domestic parties too may have some experience of arbitration. 
For the sake of conceptual coherence and consistency there are 
advantages in having the same arbitration law wherever possible. 
There are also significant practical reasons for not taking a 
dualistic approach, including the difficulty in defining precisely 
where the dividing line comes between "international" and 
"domestic" arbitrations. Thus, the approach that is adopted in Part 
I1 of this paper is to consider a new Arbitration Act as being 
potentially applicable to both domestic and international arbitration 
but possibly subject to variation for those aspects where separate 
treatment can be justified. 

CENTRAL ISSUES 

36. Two of the matters discussed in this Introduction will be 
seentorecurthroughoutthispaper- 

(a) the tension and proper balance between party autonomy and 
judicial control; and 

(b) the desirability or not of distinctive rules for international 
as opposed to domestic arbitrations. 



37. As mentioned in the Preface, Part I1 of this paper features 
an extended review of the law relating to the various stages in the 
arbitration process. The review is based on a comparison of the 
present New Zealand, Australian and English legislation (as 
supplemented by the common law) and the UNCITRAL Model Law. 
Readers pressed for time could choose to pass directly to Part I11 
which contains an indication of the Law Commission's present 
(albeit tentative) opinion on the general direction for law reform. 
But those with a particular interest in arbitration, and intending to 
make submissions in response to this paper, will find that Part I1 
provides important and interesting reading. 



11 THE ARBITRATION PROCESS: 
A COMPARATIVE REVIEW 

38. This review examines the existing system of arbitration law 
in New Zealand, notes its inadequacies, and suggests some tentative 
options for reform. The primary focus is the Arbitration Act 1908 
as amended ("the New Zealand Actw). Acknowledging that a great 
deal of work has already been done elsewhere in the area of 
arbitration law reform, the main emphasis is on existing and proven 
models. The ones which have been selected are - 

(a) the English Arbitration Acts of 1950-1979 (together "the 
English Act") - the latter reforms still among the leading 
reforms in the world today, yet the closest to the New 
Zealand arbitration law and practice; 

(b) the Australian Commercial Arbitration Acts 1984-1986 
("the Australian Acts") - having particular relevance for 
New Zealand because of CER; and 

(C) the UNCITRAL Model Law of 1985 ("the Model Law") - 
already receiving wide acceptance internationally as a 
modern standard. It is approached on the basis that, 
perhaps with adaptations, it can apply to domestic 
arbitration as well as international arbitration. 

For more detailed reference, copies of the relevant legislation are 
appended to this paper (together with copies of the main New 
Zealand legislation) -and a table compares the specific provisions. 
Reference will also be made to other arbitration laws - the Hong 
Kong, Bermuda, British Columbia and United States legislation in 
particular - where these are considered to be of interest. The main 
reference for the common law is Mustill & Boyd, The Law and 
Practice of Commercial Arbitration in England (1982), and for the 
conflict of laws aspects reference is also made to Collins (ed), 
Dicey and Morris on the Conflict of Laws (1987). 

39. The general approach is on an issue by issue basis following 
the order in which the issues commonly might arise in an 
arbitration, beginning with the definition of arbitration agreement 
and finishing with the recognition and enforcement of the 
arbitration award. At the same time an attempt is made to 
structure the discussion by grouping the issues under general 
headings (definitions, enforcement of the arbitration agreement, 
commencement of the arbitration, the arbitration proceedings, the 
arbitral award, enforcement of the award). The answers to some of 
the questions may, however, require some preliminary consideration 
of later issues first - for instance as to what might be the 
consequences of adopting a particular definition. 



40. The provisions of the New Zealand Act are not necessarily 
dealt with in the order they arise. Indeed those provisions, 
representing the result of a series of older statutes and patchy 
consolidations, and with the 1938 amendments not fully integrated 
into the principal Act, have no clear order. Nor do they represent 
the whole of New Zealand arbitration law which includes also the 
provisions for statutory arbitration, the statutes implementing the 
various international conventions to which New Zealand is a party 
(in particular the 1982 Act which implements the New York 
Convention), and the important body of common law which has built 
up around and outside the statutory provisions. These additional 
aspects of New Zealand's arbitration law have to be considered as 
well when carrying out the review. 

Act a code 

41. The preceding comments raise an important preliminary 
question - whether there should be an attempt to codify the 
arbitration law. There may be advantages in gathering together in 
an ordered way the whole body of arbitration law in one statute or 
set of statutes. This serves the purposes of accessibility and 
certainty (but can still allow scope for flexibility in the arbitration 
agreement itself). It can also provide a way of regulating those 
aspects which are presently outside the legislation. For these 
purposes not every detail has to be spelt out in the legislation - but 
at least the main aspects should be covered and some detail can be 
provided in authoritative commentaries. Thus, while complete 
codification may be impossible, a certain degree of 
comprehensiveness can be achieved. 

42. This idea has already received some attention in the recent 
arbitration reforms. The Australian Acts provide an ordered 
scheme for the statutory provisions, and adopt a more modern style 
of drafting. They also attempt to set out in statutory form matters 
which were previously left to the common law. Even the English 
1950 Act provides some order (among other things incorporating the 
1934 amendments in the main format) and the 1979 Act replaces 
the common law appeal on points of law with a modified statutory 
appeal, thus bringing it within the statutory scheme. 

43. The Model Law is perhaps the most logical in its structure, 
and exhibits a very clear and simple drafting style. For those 
matters which are not spelt out in sufficient detail in the Model 
Law, reference may be made to the very full set of "preparatory 
materials" - the UN Secretary General's Analytical Commentary on 
the Draft Text and the UNCITRAL Report on the Work of i t s  18th 
Session. Indeed the Model Law represents a clear attempt to create 
an area of "lex specialis" (special law), operating to the exclusion of 
other laws, with the express exception of treaty law, within its 
scope of operation. It aims to be relatively comprehensive - 
spelling out in statutory form the extent of the parties' contractual 
capacities regarding arbitration. It also states the limits on this - 
expressed in terms of "mandatory" provisions which cannot 



be derogated from. Moreover art.5 specifically provides that "in 
matters governed by this Law, no court shall intervene except 
where so provided in this Law". There may be some disagreement 
as to what are "matters governed by this Law", although the 
preparatory materials provide some assistance. But the aim is 
clearly to codify at least the central aspects of arbitration law - 
and at the same time restrict the court's ability to intervene in the 
arbitration process. 

Ouestion 1 
Should a new Arbitration Act be in the form of a code - or 
at least have a greater degree of codification as its aim? 

DEFINITIONS 

The "arbitration agreement" 

44. Arbitration (in the sense generally intended in this review) 
is necessarily pursuant to an agreement. But not all arbitration 
agreements are presently covered by arbitration legislation. Thus 
the first question to be addressed is what amounts to an 
"agreement" from the point of view of the legislation. The New 
Zealand Act terms this a "submission" and defines it principally as 
"a written agreement to submit present or future differences to 
arbitration.. .". The definition then goes on to include valuation 
agreements - where there is not necessarily a dispute (where there 
is, the normal definition would suffice). There is no clear 
explanation for how this came about but it was apparently thought 
desirable in 1906, when the relevant amendment was made, to treat 
valuation as equivalent to arbitration rather than specifically 
regulating valuation. However, as it has developed, many of the 
Act's provisions are often not suited to valuation. The New Zealand 
Act is alone in extending its arbitration legislation to valuation 
agreements involving no dispute and, since arbitration is essentially 
a method of dispute resolution, it is questionable whether it is an 
appropriate or justified extension. 

45. The main part of the New Zealand Act's definition of 
"submission" reproduces what is found in the English and Australian 
Acts, although there the more modern terminology of "arbitration 
agreement" is used. This may be perfectly adequate and is 
certainly simple, the details being left to the cases to develop. 
However there may be advantages in providing some detail in the 
definition itself, if only for the purposes of clarification and 
accessibility. For instance there is the question of whether the 
term "written" covers a document which is not signed by the 
parties, the circumstances in which it does being left to the 
common law. 

46. The Model Law, which also has an "in writing" requirement, 
states explicitly that it is sufficient if the document is signed by 
the parties or there is an exchange of specified documents. 



In this respect it follows largely the New York Convention 
definition. (The aim was principally to ensure that the agreement 
and resultant award would be enforceable under the Convention.) 
Whether this might be too limited is another question. The ED&S 
Consultative Document, for instance, suggests that it is probably 
stricter than the common law. It would not as such cover forms of 
contract which customarily become binding on a party by oral 
acceptance. The exchange of statements of claim and defence 
would bring it within the Model Law's definition but a recalcitrant 
party could simply refuse to take these steps. This may justify the 
extension of the definition to include documents which although 
signed by only one of the parties give sufficient evidence of a 
contract (and the awards could still be enforceable under the New 
York Convention - the definition there of "in writing" being merely 
inclusive). 

47. On the other hand it may be questioned whether there 
should be an "in writing" requirement at all. The current New 
Zealand definition does not exclude unwritten agreements 
altogether but merely leaves them outside the statutory scheme. 
The English and Australian Acts are similar. Thus oral agreements 
and agreements implied by conduct are, by and large, left to be 
dealt with under the common law. There are difficulties with this 
approach, not the least being the uncertainty as to the status and 
effect of agreements to arbitrate future disputes at common law, 
the revocability of the arbitrator's authority, and the enforceability 
of submissions to arbitration in the - face of court proceedings 
(discussed in Money v. Ven-Lu-Ree Ltd unreported judgment of 
Chilwell J, High Court-Auckland, CL 83/87, 23 February 1988). 
The Model Law does not recognise unwritten agreements. The 
preparatory materials suggest that other forms of agreement would 
thus be invalidated. This may be one way of dealing with the 
difficulties of common law arbitrations. But it restricts the 
parties' ability to resolve their disputes by arbitration - and departs 
from the common law tradition which accepts that, with very 
limited exceptions, oral contracts are equally as valid as written 
contracts (although writing may make proof an easier matter). A 
writing requirement may simply be too formal for some 
arbitrations. Thus, it may be preferable to dispense with the 
requirement - even for international arbitrations. 

Ouestion 2 
(1) What definition of "arbitration agreement" should be 

adopted in a new Act? Should it extend to valuation 
agreements where there is no dispute? 

(2) Should there be a "writing" requirement (and if so on 
what terms)? Should a distinction be made between 
domestic and international arbitration in this 
respect? 



Definition of "international" 

48. The above discussion indicates that for some purposes 
(although not necessarily the one discussed above) there might have 
to be a distinction between international and domestic arbitration. 
Thus the distinction needs to be examined at an early stage. At 
present the New Zealand statutes on arbitration contain no general 
definition of "international". The 1982 Act focuses on the more 
limited notion of foreign agreements (as providing for arbitration in 
another state). This is in contrast to the approach of the 
comparable English Act of 1975, also taken up in the 1979 Act. 
These Acts essentially focus on international arbitration 
agreements, defined as those which are not "domestic" - either 
because the place of arbitration is in another state, or because a 
party is linked to another state through nationality, habitual 
residence, incorporation, or exercise of central management and 
control. The provisions of the Australian Acts which follow the 
1979 English Act adopt a like approach to "international" 
arbitration. 

49. The definition in art.l(3) of the Model Law provides a 
contrast. It contains both an objective and a subjective element. 
The objective part focuses on strictly territorial connections, 
without reference to the forum itself. Thus an arbitration is 
regarded as "international" if different states are involved through 
the connecting factors of the parties' places of business, the place 
of the arbitration, and the place of the transaction. It may be that 
the Model Law's territorial connections yield a more realistic 
approach to international transactions than the English Act's focus 
on residence, nationality, and incorporation. It is also the approach 
adopted in other international trade law instruments - such as the 
Vienna Convention on the International Sale of Goods. 

50. The Model Law's definition is in some respects narrower 
than the English and Australian definitions (for instance not 
extending automatically to the case of a foreign company's local 
subsidiary, or even a foreign company with a local place of 
business). But the subjective part introduces an element of 
flexibility which would allow the parties themselves to bring such 
cases within its scope by designating the transaction as "relating to 
more than one country". The preparatory materials indicate that 
the intention was not, however, to enable parties to submit purely 
domestic agreements to the international regime. 

Question 3 
What definition of "international" should be adopted in a 
new Act for the p- of any distinctions which may 
need to be made between domestic and international 
arbitration? 



Application to "commercial" arbitration 

51. The New Zealand Act is not limited in its scope to 
commercial arbitration. Nor is a distinction made in the English 
Act - even for international arbitration. However restrictions to 
commercial arbitration are fairly common in civil law countries and 
are increasingly becoming common in common law countries as well 
(for instance some Canadian jurisdictions). The United States 
Arbitration Act 1925 has always been limited to matters maritime 
and commercial. The Australian Acts, though, are termed 
"Commercial Arbitration Acts" but contain no express restriction to 
"commercial" arbitration. 

52. The Model Law is restricted to "commercial" arbitration 
but "commercial" is very widely defined, in a non-exhaustive 
fashion, in a footnote. The intention was apparently to expand on 
what civil law countries regarded as "commercial", but at the same 
time ensure that arbitrations involving state interests could be 
excluded. The preparatory materials state that the use of a 
footnote was meant to show that the definition is merely 
indicative. However the definition may have more weight if it is 
incorporated in the text of the legislation (as would be the normal 
drafting practice in New Zealand). This raises two questions: first, 
should "commercial" be defined so broadly if the restriction is 'to 
have any real significance (or should, for instance, a narrower 
definition be adopted - such as that used in s.24B of the Judicature 
Act 1908 to determine which matters should go in the Commercial 
List). But, more importantly, should there be a "commercial" 
restriction at all when our arbitration and general contract law 
traditionally makes no such distinction (and when the intention is to 
promote rather than limit arbitration). The restriction is not an 
essential element of the Model Law - and there seems no reason to 
retain it for domestic arbitration. It could also be omitted for 
international arbitration (although most would be "commercial" in 
the UNCITRAL sense). As the Model Law is restricted to 
consensual arbitration, and does not purport to affect the principle 
of sovereign immunity, the real value of the restriction is 
questionable. 

question 4 
Should a new Act's scope of application be limited to 
"commercial arbitration" and if so how should "commercialw 
be defined? Should a distinction be made between domestic 
and intern t ional arbitration? 

Matters excluded from arbitration 

53. With the exception of fraud, the New Zealand Act does not 
deal with the issue of "arbitrability" (i.e. what can and cannot be 
determined by arbitration). Indeed this is a common approach in 
the arbitration models, although made explicit only in the Model 
Law . However it is a topic of great significance in the arbitration 
context, not least in providing the courts with a basis for refusing 
to stay court proceedings or for setting aside an award. 



Historically the question of what is not arbitrable seems to have 
been treated as one which fairly comes within the domain of the 
courts as an aspect of its public policy. Essentially it is a 
restriction which has been developed in the case law to exclude 
from arbitration matters which are viewed as coming within the 
public domain - such as crime, fraud and dishonesty: see Walton & 
Vitoria, RusseZZ on Arbitration (1982). In New Zealand the court's 
powers to exclude questions of fraud from arbitration are also 
provided for in S. 16 of the 1938 Amendment Act. 

54. The question arises, what (if anything) should be done about 
arbitrability? The restrictions on criminal matters, and in 
particular the right to impose criminal sanctions, may be accepted 
as being an aspect of the public function of the state and its 
courts. But that justification does not extend to any private 
remedies the injured party may have. Nor, arguably, does it extend 
to matters of civil fraud and dishonesty since these may be 
regarded as essentially private matters between the parties. The 
question then is whether arbitrability should continue to be left to 
the courts (removing even the final statutory constraint of s.16(3)). 
They may be prepared to take a more liberal approach than in the 
past - especially if the arbitration legislation itself indicates a 
policy favouring arbitration. This is the approach taken in the 
United States: see Shearson-American Express v. McMahon 107 S. 
Ct 2332 where the the Supreme Court held that: 

"The Arbitration Act thus establishes a 'federal policy 
f avowing arbitration' . . . As we observed in M i t d i s h i  
Motors Corp. v. Soler-Chrysler Plymouth, Inc. [473 US 6141, 
'we are well past the time when judicial suspicion of the 
desirability of arbitration and of the competence of arbitral 
tribunals' should inhibit enforcement of the Act . . ." 

55. On the other hand it may be preferable to deal with 
arbitrability in the legislation itself, to ensure that the exclusions 
are minimal (and also to clarify what they are). For instance, the 
Quebec Arbitration Statute of 1986 provides simply that "disputes 
over the status or capacity of persons, family matters or questions 
of public order cannot be submitted to arbitration". 

56. Arbitration of certain matters is also excluded by specific 
New Zealand statutes. These fall into various categories. First 
there are the statutes which give exclusive jurisdiction over aspects 
of their subject matter to a specialised court or tribunal - for 
instance the Labour Relations Act 1987 and the Family Proceedings 
Act 1980. The policy reasons for this are relatively clear and it 
should be noted that such courts and tribunals offer to varying 
degrees a number of the advantages of arbitration, such as 
expertise, privacy, and informality. 

57. Secondly there is the provision in the Small Claims 
Tribunals Act 1976 (and Disputes Tribunals Act 1988) which allows 
the tribunals to maintain jurisdiction in respect of a claim 
notwithstanding an arbitration clause. The intention here is 



no doubt to promote the use of these tribunals - and if one thinks of 
them as experts in small claims disputes then the policy seems 
acceptable, particularly since they should be cheaper than 
arbitration. On the other hand, if the advantages are so obvious, it 
might be asked why the choice should not be left to the parties 
themselves. 

58. Thirdly there is the provision in the Insurance Law Reform 
Act 1977 which makes an arbitration clause in an insurance 
contract unenforceable against the insured. The justification given 
in the Contracts and Commercial Law Reform Committee report 
(1975) which led to the provision is the public interest in having 
such disputes dealt with openly. But this raises the questions of 
why insurance companies in particular should be singled out in such 
a manner and, on the other hand, why, if there is a public interest in 
having such matters dealt with openly, the restriction is limited to 
agreements to arbitrate disputes which may arise in future (i.e. not 
present disputes). There is the consumer protection aspect to be 
considered - but the question is whether there is a special need for 
consumer protection in this context - or whether, if at all, it should 
be dealt with under the more general contract law. Overall the 
absolute prohibition does seem to be somewhat anomalous and it 
may be doubted whether the provision is justified in the context of 
a modern policy of encouraging arbitration. 

59. A further question arises concerning the provisions of the 
Commerce Act 1986 and the Fair Trading Act 1986. These provide 
private statutory rights for consumers (both in tort and contract) in 
respect of the anti-competitive and misleading and deceptive 
conduct they proscribe. They might be interpreted to give the 
courts exclusive jurisdiction over these matters since they deal with 
this aspect specifically but make no reference to arbitrators. The 
justification for such a narrow approach is questionable: In general 
there is no policy reason why an arbitral tribunal's jurisdiction 
should not extend to statutory private rights - and ordinarily it 
would. And the fact that the statutes are primarily concerned with 
matters of public law does not alter the fact that they provide for 
private remedies. Thus it would clarify matters to indicate in the 
Commerce Act and Fair Trading Act or elsewhere that they are not 
intended to exclude arbitration. 

Ouestion 5 
(1) Should arbitrability be dealt with in a new Act? 

Should the courts be encouraged to take a more 
liberal approach? 

(2) Should amendments be made to any other statutes to 
remove obstacles to arbitration? 



ENFORCEMENT OF THE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT 

S tav of court ~roceedings 

60. An arbitration agreement notwithstanding, once a dispute 
arises (and perhaps even after the arbitration has commenced) a 
party may decide it prefers to take the matter to court. The 
question which arises at this stage is whether the other party (or 
parties) can insist on arbitration. Section 5 of the New Zealand Act 
provides that the court has a discretion to stay the court 
proceedings, if it is satisfied that: 

(a) there is "no sufficient reason why the matter should not be 
referred" to arbitration; 

(b) the applicant (being the defendant in the court proceedings) 
was at the commencement of the court proceedings and 
remains ready and willing to do all things necessary to the 
proper conduct of the arbitration; 

(C) the applicant has not taken any steps in the court 
proceedings. 

(The English and Australian provisions are much the same.) 

61. There are a number of problems with this provision (apart 
from the complex style of drafting). To begin with there is no 
clarification of what a "sufficient reason" might amount to, and this 
has been left to the courts which consider a whole range of 
factors - not only whether there is a valid and binding agreement, 
but also whether the matters in dispute are factually or legally 
complex, whether the intended arbitrator is qualified to settle the 
factual and legal matters in dispute, the comparative expense and 
delay as between the court proceedings and arbitration under the 
agreement, and so on. Moreover, even if the court is satisfied that 
there is no good reason, technically at least, it can still determine 
that the stay should not be granted. Thus, overall, the court has 
very wide powers to refuse enforcement of an arbitration 
agreement. 

62. There are already some exceptions to the general discretion 
to refuse a stay. The courts themselves have made an exception for 
agreements which expressly provide that the arbitration is a 
condition precedent to court proceedings - termed a "Scott v. 
Avery clausew (after the case where such conditions were accepted 
as not derogating from the principle that an arbitration agreement 
cannot oust the jurisdiction of the court). These are generally 
considered as automatic grounds for a stay. The logic of such a 
distinction may be doubted, since after all such a provision only 
makes explicit what is implicit in any arbitration agreement (even 
if not treated that way by the courts). The Australian Acts have 
reacted by stating that a Scott v. Avery clause shall no longer of 
itself be a ground for staying court proceedings. Another approach 



would be to limit the court's powers generally to override an 
arbitration agreement - which is effectively the approach of the 
Model Law. 

63. The New Zealand 1982 Act also provides a statutory 
exception for foreign arbitration agreements (providing for 
arbitration in another state). Under this Act the court's powers to 
refuse a stay are limited. A stay must be granted unless the 
arbitration agreement is defective in some respect (as being "null 
and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed") or there is 
no dispute covered by the agreement. The comparable English and 
Australian provisions are similar (see the English Act of 1975 and 
the Australian Acts, Part V11 as well as the Commonwealth 
Arbitration (Foreign Awards and Agreements) Act 1974) - although 
their scope of application is somewhat different (extending either 
to international agreements or, in the case of the Australian Acts, 
to a somewhat broader notion of "foreign" agreements). In each 
case the aim was to implement the New York Convention's 
provisions for the enforcement of (foreign) arbitration agreements. 

64. The Model Law takes much the same approach as the 1958 
Convention within its general "international" scope of application. 
If this was extended to domestic arbitration agreements - as well as 
"foreign domestic" agreements (although already covered by the 
Convention) it would mean a generally very limited power for 
courts to continue with proceedings once a valid and enforceable 
arbitration agreement is proved. This may be the better approach 
in that it acknowledges the contractual nature of such agreements - 
as well as setting clear limits on the court's powers. Moreover it is 
not without precedent: the United States Arbitration Act (which 
applies to international and interstate matters) provides for a 
mandatory stay if the issue is referable to arbitration under the 
agreement and the applicant is not in default in proceeding with the 
arbitration. 

65. Some might seek the retaining of more control over the 
enforceability of domestic agreements because of the closer 
connection they generally would have with the national system (as 
discussed in paras.30-35). If so, the court's discretion to refuse to 
stay court proceedings might be retained for domestic arbitration, 
albeit in a more limited form. But it would have to be made clear 
that the discretion is in fact intended to be a narrow residual 
discretion to be exercised only in exceptional cases where the 
public interest requires it - for instance because of the particular 
public interest in the legal issues involved or a special need for 
consumer protection which is not already covered by the general 
contract law grounds for relief (which would render the agreement 
void, inoperative or incapable of being performed). 

66. A further question which might arise is as to the effect of 
court proceedings on the arbitration agreement and the authority of 
an arbitrator (or arbitrators) appointed under it. This has particular 
practical significance because of the potential for abuse if the 



arbitration is forced to stop. The New Zealand Act makes no 
reference to the issue nor do the English and Australian Acts. 
However the ED&S Consultative Document suggests that if an 
arbitral tribunal has been appointed and has entered on the dispute, 
it might be able to continue with the reference, and even make an 
award, while the application to the court is pending. The Model 
Law makes the arbitrator's powers to do so explicit. 

Ouestion 6 
(1) Under a new Act what should be the conditions for 

staying court proceedings to enforce an arbitration 
agreement? Should this question be answered 
differently for international and domestic 
arbitration? 

(2) Should there be provision for the arbitration to 
continue while the application for stay is pending? 

Revocation of the ameement 

67. Another basis upon which the court may be called on to 
intervene at the very early stages of an arbitration is if a party 
wishes to revoke its agreement to arbitrate. Section 3 of the New 
Zealand Act provides that a submission (unless it expresses a 
contrary intention) is irrevocable, except by leave of the court. 
The reason for this has already been noted in the historical section 
of this paper - the original intention being to prevent the 
revocation of submissions prior to the award. This function is not 
so necessary nowadays since other statutory provisions (e.g. the 
stay of proceedings provisions noted above) can effectively be used 
to enforce the agreement. 

68. Indeed, in more recent years the provision has come to be 
regarded as a basis for allowing rather than preventing unilateral 
revocation. There is old English case authority to the effect that 
the power of revocation is really limited to the arbitrator's 
authority rather than the agreement itself. However, it is difficult 
to reconcile this with the terms of the provision itself and the 
question remains whether the statute should provide the court with 
a power to revoke the agreement (in the context of a modern policy 
of encouraging arbitration). 

69. The comparable English provision now explicitly limits 
revocation to the authority of an arbitrator appointed pursuant to 
the agreement, rather than to the agreement itself - but the court 
is again empowered to end the agreement once the appointment of 
an arbitrator is revoked. The Australian Acts are however 
somewhat more supportive of arbitration, stating that, unless the 
parties provide otherwise, the authority of an arbitrator is 
irrevocable, and omitting the court's power to terminate the 
agreement on revocation of an arbitrator's appointment (although 
there is provision for termination on removal of an arbitrator). The 
Model Law goes one step further since it makes no provision at all 
for revocation - but a party can in limited circumstances challenge 



its own appointed arbitrator under the challenge provisions (see 
below para.83). 

Question 7 
Should a new Act retain provision for court-authorised 
revocation of an arbitration agreement (or an arbitrator's 
authority)? 

COMMENCEMENT OF THE ARBITRATION 

Commencement and limitation ~eriods 

70. Once a dispute arises, provided there is no problem 
regarding enforcement of the agreement, the arbitration can 
commence. At this stage it may be worth clarifying the actual 
point of commencement of the arbitration. This has the practical 
function of determining when the procedures for initiating the 
arbitration may be instituted. But it is also relevant from the point 
of view of limitation periods, both for the arbitration itself and for 
any further arbitration proceedings or court proceedings which may 
follow an abortive arbitration. 

71. The question of commencement of the arbitration is not 
dealt with in the New Zealand Arbitration Act, but is dealt with in 
s.29 of the Limitation Act 1950. This provides that - 
(a) the arbitration is deemed to be commenced by the service 

of notice (in a prescribed manner) requiring the 
appointment of an arbitrator or submission of a dispute to 
an already designated arbitrator; 

(b) the normal statutory limitation periods for the 
commencement of court proceedings apply equally to 
arbitration proceedings; 

(C) where the court sets aside an award or directs that the 
arbitration ceases to have effect the period taken up by the 
arbitration process (i.e. from the point of commencement) 
may be ordered to be excluded in determining the limitation 
period for the purpose of court proceedings. 

72. The limitation provisions for court proceedings have 
recently been reviewed in the Law Commission's report on 
Limitation Defences (NZLC R6). Essentially what is recommended 
is that arbitration proceedings continue to be treated as court 
proceedings for limitation purposes, and that the time taken up by 
arbitration proceedings which somehow fail should not be taken into 
account in the calculation of the limitation period for subsequent 
proceedings (removing the courtf s discretion on this). 

73. The arguments in favour of treating arbitration proceedings 
as court proceedings for limitation purposes are that the same 
policies which lie behind limitation periods for court proceedings 
(i.e. security for the defendant, practical problems of proof, 



and insurance implications) also apply to arbitration proceedings. 
Nor need this be completely contrary to contractual autonomy. At 
present the common law accepts that parties may derogate from 
the statutory limitation periods prescribed by the Limitation Act by 
prescribing their own limitation period - but in the arbitration 
context this is subject to s.18 of the Arbitration Amendment Act 
1938 which provides that the court may extend a statutory 
limitation period if "undue hardship" would otherwise result (and see 
similarly the English and Australian Acts). In the Limitation 
Defences report, which endorses the principle of contractual 
limitation periods, the need for the particular constraint in the 
arbitration context is questioned. There is, for instance, no such 
constraint in the Model Law. 

74. As to the question of commencement the recommendation 
is that for limitation purposes time stops running when notice is 
given to appoint an arbitrator (not altogether different from what 
already applies under the current Limitation Act). The basis for 
this is that only then is the defendant in a position to know that 
proceedings have been started. This is also subject to contrary 
agreement between the parties. The question arises whether there 
should be similar provision for commencement in the arbitration 
legislation itself given that its purpose is broader than the 
determination of limitation periods. For instance, the Model Law 
(the only arbitration model surveyed which provides for 
commencement) states that, unless otherwise agreed by the parties, 
the arbitration proceedings commence when a request for the 
dispute to be referred to arbitration is received by the respondent. 

Question 8 
(1) What, if any, provision should be made for 

commencement of the arbitration proceedings in a 
new Act? 

(2) Should there continue to be a provision authorising 
the court to extend a contractual limitation period? 

Appointment of arbitrators 

75. As the initial discussion on arbitration agreements has 
indicated, it is not generally a formal requirement for the validity 
of the agreement that the parties decide then and there everything 
to do with setting up the arbitration - for example that the 
arbitrator or arbitrators be named in the agreement (or even that a 
procedure be decided on for selecting them). This is explicitly 
stated in the New Zealand Act's definition of "submission" as a 
written agreement to submit disputes to arbitration, "whether or 
not an arbitrator is named therein". If the parties cannot (or will 
not) decide on the arbitratorh once the dispute arises, the Act 
provides a statutory mechanism for appointment in the following 
terms - 

(a) If the parties fail to agree on the number of arbitrators, 
there shall be one arbitrator. 



(b) If the parties fail to agree on the appointment of a single or 
third arbitrator (or, in the case of a third arbitrator, the 
parties authorise the other arbitrators to make the 
appointment and they fail to agree) and there is still no 
appointment after seven daysf notice, the court may be 
asked to make the appointment. 

(C) If a party fails to make an appointment of an arbitrator in 
the case of two arbitrators, each to be appointed by a 
party, the other party may after seven daysf notice declare 
its arbitrator the sole arbitrator, subject to this being set 
aside by the court. 

76. As can be seen, the New Zealand provisions are rather 
limited. They do not, for instance, envisage the possibility of more 
than three arbitrators and two parties, or anyone other than the 
parties or arbitrators making the appointment. This reduces their 
applicability. Moreover the entirely different procedures for a 
default appointment in the case of two arbitrators @ara.75(c)) 
seems somewhat anomalous and its restrictions are somewhat 
questionable. It has been held that they do not even extend to the 
parallel case of the first two out of three arbitrators: see Canum 
Construction Ltd v. Yukich, unreported judgment of Vautier J. High 
Court, Auckland, 31 6/85, 17 October 1985. 

77. The English provisions are largely similar to those in the 
New Zealand Act. The main difference is that the court's power of 
appointment by default has been extended by the 1979 Act to cover 
cases where a third party is authorised by the parties to appoint an 
arbitrator and fails to do so. The extension is not limited to the 
appointment of a single or third arbitrator. The Hong Kong 
Arbitration Amendment Ordinance of 1984 takes this further by 
making a corresponding adjustment to the original provision, thus 
authorising the court to appoint any arbitrator in default of the 
parties or other arbitrators authorised to make the appointment. 

78. The Australian Acts contain more uniform and detailed 
provisions regarding the appointment of arbitrators. They state 
explicitly that unless the parties provide otherwise, any arbitrator 
shall be appointed jointly by the parties. In the case of default by 
any person authorised to appoint an arbitrator (whether or not a 
party), the following procedures apply - 

(a) the person in default may be called on to appoint a "default 
nominee" or to accept the appointment of the arbitratods 
already appointed as sole arbitratorh; 

(b) if there is no response within a ffreasonable time" (or a time 
fixed by the default notice, being not less than seven days) 
the appointment is automatic; 

(C) the court can be called on to set aside the automatic 
default appointment and appoint a substitute. 



79. This procedure has some advantages over a simple approach 
to the court on default. If the party in default does accept the 
automatic default appointment the need to take the matter to the 
court can be avoided. But if the party does not accept it and later 
objects, the court can still be called in to set aside the appointment 
(and no apparent time limit for objection is set). Moreover the 
procedure can be bypassed altogether in certain circumstances (i.e. 
if the court decides that it is inadequate or unreasonable or if the 
parties agree to bypass it), and in that case the court can be called 
on immediately to make the appointment. 

80. The Model Law states that (unless the parties agree 
otherwise) a single arbitrator shall be appointed jointly by the 
parties, but in the case of three arbitrators the parties shall each 
agree on one, and the two thus appointed shall appoint the third. 
This does create a distinction which the Australian provision seeks 
to avoid, but may be more realistic as to what the parties would 
want. Secondly, in the case of default (unless the parties agree 
otherwise), the Model Law provides that, after 30 days' notice to 
appoint, the court can be called on to make the appointment. This 
provision has the advantage of simplicity and immediacy. 
Sometimes, however (as discussed above), it could save time 
ultimately to provide for automatic default appointments - 
provided there are strict time limits. Thus, in the domestic case at 
least, where the parties may be less experienced (and without the 
back-up support of institutionalised arbitration), there may be a 
case for amending the Model Law provision to provide for this. 

81. Another respect in which the Model Law may not be 
entirely satisfactory for domestic arbitration at least is its 
provision that (unless otherwise agreed by the parties) the number 
of arbitrators shall be three rather than one. Arguably this is 
perfectly suitable for many international arbitrations, where 
expertise may be important (and cost less important). Also the 
parties may see an advantage in each having an arbitrator who is 
friendly towards that party's interests, although it should be noted 
that the Model Law does not accept the concept of an 
"arbitrator-advocate". Indeed, as the preparatory materials point 
out, three arbitrators is the most common choice for international 
arbitrations. But there are likely to be many arbitrations where the 
parties would prefer to have only one arbitrator, if only for the sake 
of economy, speed and simplicity. Overall a presumption in favour 
of a single arbitrator may be preferable. 

Duestion 9 
(1) If the parties fail to agree on the number of 

arbitrators, how many should a new Act provide for? 
Should the answer be different for international 
arbitration? 

(2) What provision should be made in a new Act for the 
method of appointment of an arbitrator in the event 
the parties do not provide for this? Should a 
distinction be made in this respect between 
international and domestic arbitration? 



Challenge to apmintments 

82. The next issue is whether there should be any controls on 
who can be appointed as an arbitrator. Is it to be left entirely to 
the person making the appointment, or is the other party entitled to 
object? Can a party object to its own arbitrator? There seems 
little doubt that at common law, as a contractual matter, a party 
may object to the appointment of an arbitrator who simply does not 
possess the qualifications agreed on by the parties. The New 
Zealand Act also allows for removal of an arbitrator named in the 
agreement on the basis that the arbitrator is not or may not be 
impartial. The English Act has an equivalent provision, and the 
Australian Acts extend this to any appointment, not just the 
arbitrator named in an agreement. But at common law, according 
to Mustill & Boyd, actual or possible lack of impartiality is always a 
ground for challenge - provided the application is made in due time 
so that waiver cannot be implied. This presupposes that an 
arbitrator cannot act as an advocate of the party making the 
appointment. Indeed the need for an independent quasi-judicial 
approach is rarely if ever questioned. 

83. The Model Law also takes the approach that arbitrators 
should meet any contractual requirements and should be impartial. 
Article 12 states that an arbitrator is subject to challenge if there 
are "justifiable doubts as to his impartiality or independence, or if 
he does not possess the qualifications agreed on by the parties", and 
this is ultimately enforceable by the court. However a party 
involved in the appointment cannot challenge it  except for reasons 
of which that party became aware only subsequently, and in this 
respect the Model Law is narrower than the other models. The 
Model Law also introduces a (rather short) 15 day time limit for the 
challenge and expressly authorises the arbitrator to continue with 
the proceedings while the challenge is pending. The attempt here is 
to strike the best balance between the need to deal with justified 
complaints about the arbitrator's qualifications and abilities as soon 
as possible, so as to avoid unnecessary expense and time wasted on 
futile arbitrations, and the desire to minimise the delays and 
obstructiveness of unwarranted complaints. 

Ouestion 10 
What provision should a new Act make for challenge of an 
arbitrator's appointment? Should there be a time limit on 
making challenges? 

Removal of an arbitrator 

84. Once the appointment is made (and any initial challenges 
dealt with), what grounds should there be for removing an arbitrator 
during the course of the reference? At the very least it would seem 
that failure to act should ultimately be a ground for removal. The 
New Zealand Act provides that the court can remove an arbitrator 
who fails to use "reasonable dispatch" in entering on and proceeding 
with the reference and making an award. And the authority of an 



arbitrator is automatically ended (without the intervention of the 
court) in the event of failure or incapacity to act, or death. In 
addition, at common law, the parties can, in exercise of their 
contractual rights, agree to remove an arbitrator. And the statute 
seems to allow a party, by leave of the court, to revoke the 
authority of its own appointed arbitrator (recall para.68 above). 

85. Finally, s.12 of the New Zealand Act empowers the court to 
remove an arbitrator, if a party so requests, on the basis of 
"misconduct". "Misconduct" is not defined in the Act, but its 
meaning has been developed in the cases to cover serious procedural 
errors, such as excess of authority, acting contrary to public policy, 
unfairness and bias. Thus the parties and the court have a very 
significant power to remove an arbitrator during the course of a 
reference. (It should be noted that it is a power which has rarely, if 
ever, been used in New Zealand.) 

86. The position under the English Act is much the same 
(although there the power to revoke an arbitrator's appointment is 
made explicit). In particular, notwithstanding the 1979 Act, which 
reduced the court's powers of intervention on substantive points of 
law, the court's power to remove an arbitrator for "misconduct" 
remains in the same general form. Indeed the common law seems 
to treat the court's powers to regulate the arbitrator's activities as 
somewhat akin to its procedural powers of supervision over inferior 
tribunals and thus very much subject to the courts's definition and 
control. 

87. The Australian Acts retain "misconduct" as a ground for 
removing the arbitrator. This is explicitly defined in terms which 
come close to a power of judicial review, including making specific 
reference to "the rules of natural justice". (The British Columbia 
Act makes the further reform of renaming "misconduct" as "arbitral 
error" to remove unwarranted implications of personal 
condemnation.) In addition the Australian Acts allow for removal 
of an arbitrator on the basis of incompetence or unsuitability. The 
only specific ground for automatic termination of an arbitrator's 
authority is death. 

88. The Model Law provides that in the event of failure or 
impossibility to act, the parties can by agreement remove an 
arbitrator or the arbitrator can resign, and if there is any 
controversy the court can be called on to remove the arbitrator. 
However in extreme cases (for instance death) the appointment 
would simply end, and there is no need to have this confirmed by 
the court. (At least it would seem that this might be implied from 
the introductory words of art.15.) The parties can also, by 
agreement, remove the arbitrator or the arbitrator can resign in 
other circumstances without the assistance of the court. The 
intention here is pragmatic, since, as pointed out in the preparatory 
materials, the arbitration cannot succeed if the arbitrator or the 
parties are unwilling. 

89. Under the Model Law the court's powers to remove an 
arbitrator for anything amounting to "misconduct" are not entirely 
clear (depending largely on how broadly the reference to 



"circumstances1' in art.12(2) is interpreted). It may be possible to 
interpret the court's powers in this respect in a limited manner - 
avoiding the opportunity for obstructive and dilatory tactics during 
the course of the reference. (And it  should be noted that such 
grounds might still provide a basis for objection to the award 
itself.) But on the other hand it seems somewhat unreasonable to  
allow no recourse against an arbitrator for actual lack of 
impartiality or independence, even though the likelihood of this 
could have formed a basis for challenge at  the outset. This suggests 
that a broader interpretation should be applied to art.12(2) (as the 
Analytical Commentary would seem to advocate). 

Question 11 
(1) Under a new Act what should be the grounds for 

removal of an arbitrator? 
(2) Should the court be authorised to remove an 

arbitrator on the basis of "misconduct", or anything 
along those lines? 

Re~lacement of arbitrator 

90. In the event that an arbitrator resigns or is removed, the 
further question arises as to how a replacement is to be appointed. 
Under the New Zealand Act this depends initially on whether the 
arbitrator was removed by the court. If the arbitrator's mandate 
ends through failure or incapacity to act or death, or agreement of 
the parties, the power to appoint a replacement (unless provided 
otherwise by the parties) is treated as a simple case of appointment 
by default. Thus, if the appointment is not made after seven days' 
notice, the court can be called upon either to make the 
appointment, or to set aside an appointment of an already appointed 
arbitrator as sole arbitrator (depending on whether there were 
originally one, three or two arbitrators). A1 ternatively, if the 
arbitrator was removed by the court, the court can simply appoint 
an arbitrator in substitution, and if all the arbitrators are removed, 
the court can appoint a sole arbitrator to replace them or else 
terminate the agreement. In practice the courts will usually 
appoint an arbitrator nominated by the party making the application. 

91. This does create some problems apart from those already 
raised regarding the default provisions: in particular as to why the 
authority to appoint the replacement is taken away from the party 
originally authorised in some cases but not others. The justification 
sometimes offered for the court making the appointment of the 
replacement in the case where an arbitrator is removed is that 
otherwise a recalcitrant party could continue to appoint unsuitable 
arbitrators simply to delay the proceedings. However there can be 
many reasons for removal which do not indicate bad behaviour on 
the part of the party who made the appointment, and it  may be 
unreasonable to take away the contractual right to appoint a 
replacement - even apart from the delays involved in going to court 
when this can be avoided. Another anomaly is the option the court 
has to appoint a sole arbitrator, even if the parties had chosen to 
have more than one, or to simply terminate the agreement without 
making an appointment a t  all. 



92. The English Act is similar to the New Zealand Act on 
replacement of arbitrators. The Australian Acts contain somewhat 
simplified provisions: if the arbitrator dies or otherwise "ceases to 
hold office", then (unless the parties otherwise provide) the person 
who made the original appointment can appoint a replacement and 
in the case of default the normal default provisions apply. 
Secondly, if the arbitrator is removed by the court, the court can 
appoint a replacement or terminate the agreement. However the 
court does not have the option of appointing a sole arbitrator in 
place of all the arbitrators removed. 

93. The Model Law goes one step further in adhering to the 
contract principle by providing that, in the case of any resignation 
or removal of any arbitrator, the power to appoint a substitute 
simply falls back on the party or parties authorised to make the 
original appointment. Thus it is only if the party actually defaults 
in making the replacement appointment that the court's powers 
itself to make the appointment can be invoked (as in the case of any 
default in appointment). This does not however deal with the 
problem of repeated appointments of unsuitable arbitrators (noted 
above), and if this is a real risk it may be useful to provide for this 
as well by providing for the court to be called in the second time a 
party's arbitrator is removed. 

Ouestion 12 
What provision should be made in a new Act for 
replacement of an arbitrator? Should there be a distinction 
based on whether the arbitrator resigned or was removed by 
the court? 

94. A quite separate question is whether there is need to make 
provision for umpires to decide disagreements between a number of 
arbitrators. The New Zealand Act contains provisions for umpires. 
In particular it provides that, unless otherwise agreed by the 
parties - 
(a) if the reference is to two arbitrators they shall appoint an 

umpire immediately; 

(b) If there are three arbitrators, one to be appointed by each 
party and the third to be appointed by the other two, the 
third is deemed to be an umpire. 

(The Act also spells out when an umpire can enter on the reference, 
and extends the provisions for appointment, removal, and so on of 
arbitrators to cover umpires as well.) 

95. There are some problems with this approach (adverted to in 
the Donaldson Committee's report) - not the least being that the 



parties may not want to go to the trouble and expense of appointing 
an umpire until there is an actual dispute between the arbitrators 
and that very often the parties actually intended the third 
arbitrator to be an arbitrator, not an umpire. Indeed it is 
questionable whether there should be any presumption in favour of 
an umpire when the parties themselves make no provision for it. 

96. The English 1979 Act has already made a number of 
amendments to the 1950 Act in this respect. Now (subject to 
contrary provision in the arbitration agreement) two arbitrators 
may appoint an umpire at any time, and are only required to appoint 
"forthwith" if they cannot agree. And in the case of three 
arbitrators there is no presumption that the third is to be an 
umpire, but rather the general rule is that a majority decision 
prevails. (The Hong Kong Amendment Ordinance of 1984 and 
Bermuda Act of 1986 also take account of the rare case where 
there may be no majority by providing for the arbitrators' chairman 
to decide in such event.) The Australian Acts are substantially the 
same as the English Act but expand the provisions so that an umpire 
may be appointed in any case of an even number of arbitrators, and 
the majority rule prevails in any case of three or more arbitrators 
and failing a majority the arbitrators' chairman decides. This takes 
into account the fact that the parties may wish to appoint any 
number of arbitrators. 

97. The Model Law departs from the umpire rule altogether so 
that (unless otherwise agreed by the parties) majority 
decision-making prevails whenever there is more than one 
arbitrator. The only exception is for procedural questions which 
can be left to the presiding arbitrator. This should not create 
problems in the case of an uneven number of arbitrators and, in the 
event the parties opt for an even number of arbitrators, the Model 
Law would allow them to make their own provision for an umpire. 
But, consistent with its contractual approach, it does not presume 
an umpire when the parties have only specified arbitrators. 
Nevertheless there may be a case, for domestic arbitration at least 
(because of the parties' possible lesser experience and lack of 
institutional support), for providing for an umpire when the parties 
have specified an even number of arbitrators without providing 
their own method for resolving deadlocks. 

Ouestion 13 
(1) In the case of more than one arbitrator, should a new 

Act provide (in the absence of agreement by the 
parties) for appointment of an umpire to decide if 
the arbitrators do not agree? Should there be a 
distinction in this respect between domestic and 
international arbitration? 

(2) In the event there is no arbitrator should the general 
rule be majority decision-making? 

Jurisdiction of arbitral tribunal 

98. Once the appointment of the arbitrator or arbitrators is 
complete, but before they can begin, there may be 



a number of preliminary jurisdictional questions. It may be claimed 
that the dispute does not fall within the terms of the arbitration 
agreement, or that a condition precedent (e.g. notice of the dispute) 
has not been fulfilled, or even that the agreement itself is defective 
in some respect. The question here is whether the arbitral tribunal 
can deal with such issues. The position under New Zealand law is at 
the least unclear. The Act has nothing to say about it, and the 
matter is thus entirely left to the common law. The same is true 
under both the English and Australian Acts. 

99. The common law position, as explained by Mustill & Boyd, is 
that an arbitral tribunal has only limited power to determine its 
own jurisdiction. In particular it cannot determine issues which go 
to the very existence of the contract comprising or containing the 
arbitration agreement, and nor can it determine whether a 
condition precedent to its jurisdiction has been satisfied. The 
rationale for this is that, if in fact there is no contract, the tribunal 
has no authority to make any decision. A distinction is made for 
issues of the continuing existence of the contract (e.g. cancellation) 
where the arbitration agreement is in the form of a clause 
severable from a main contract: and the tribunal, if appropriately 
empowered by the parties, can decide such issues, unless the 
continuing existence of the arbitration agreement is itself in direct 
question. It may be also that the parties can empower the tribunal 
to determine questions of the simple scope of an arbitration 
agreement. 

100. The problem with this approach is that in practice the 
tribunal may have to determine points of jurisdiction, if only to 
avoid the costs and delays of taking the issue to court (and in any 
event may not have much choice since a party must make the 
application). But, because of its somewhat limited powers at 
common law, this does not prevent the matter being raised again at 
a later stage before the court, thus running the risk that the whole 
arbitration will be rendered futile. 

101. The Model Law deals with the practical problem by 
specifically empowering the arbitral tribunal to rule on its 
jurisdiction, including the existence and validity of the arbitration 
agreement from which its authority stems. At the same time the 
severability doctrine is expanded to provide that an arbitration 
clause in an underlying contract is always a separate and 
independent contract. Thus questions which only concern the 
existence and validity of the underlying contract are not treated as 
involving jurisdictional issues for the tribunal. In cases where the 
existence of the arbitration agreement is in direct question the 
problem of the tribunal deciding on the basis of a non-existent 
contractual authority is covered by a statutory right of appeal to 
the court, effectively giving the court the ultimate authority to 
determine the issue. But to avoid delays there is a 30 day time 
limit for such appeals. The jurisdictional question must itself be 
raised with the tribunal at an early stage of the proceedings. In the 
unlikely event that the tribunal postpones its decision until the 
award, the issue can still be taken up by the court as a basis for 
setting aside the award or refusing recognition or enforcement. 



Ouestion 14 
(1) Should a new Act provide the arbitral tribunal with 

powers to determine questions of jurisdiction? 
(2) What should be the role of the court in this? 

THE ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS 

Initiation of the arbitration Drocess 

102. Once jurisdiction is established, the arbitration process can 
begin. The question might arise here as to how to go about 
beginning it. The New Zealand Act does not itself specify any 
requirements - or provide any guidelines - in this regard. Thus, 
unless the parties themselves take the necessary steps, it  is left to 
the arbitratods once appointed to get the process underway - for 
instance by asking the parties to set out their respective claims and 
defences in writing. The position under the English Act is much the 
same, but the Australian Acts expressly empower the arbi tral 
tribunal (in the absence of provision by the parties) to determine 
such procedural issues. 

103. The Model Law is quite detailed on the procedures for 
initiation of the arbitration, and does not leave this to the parties 
or tribunal. Article 23 provides that the parties must submit 
statements of claim and defence to the arbitral tribunal within a 
time agreed by the parties or set by the tribunal. This has the 
advantage of making it clear to the parties and the arbitratods 
what is required, and ensuring that it happens with reasonable 
speed. The preparatory materials point out that the provision does 
not set any particular standards of formality, and thus quite simple 
statements would suffice. Nevertheless it may be questioned 
whether it needs to be mandatory - at least in its present form. It 
may well be that a requirement for written statements of claim and 
defence is too formal for some arbitrations, for instance the simple 
look/sniff type. An expansion of the provision to encompass oral 
statements, at least in the case of domestic arbitration, may be 
sufficient to deal with this problem. 

Ouestion 15 
(1) Should a new Act set out the procedures to be 

followed by parties for initiation of the arbitration 
process? How detailed should these be? 

Tribunal's powers on default of a partv 

104. A problem may arise if a party simply refuses to participate 
in the arbitration process. The question is whether the arbitral 
tribunal can proceed without the party - or in extreme cases can 
move to have the claim struck out. The New Zealand Act does not 
deal with this problem. Although it might be argued that the power 
to revoke the arbitration agreement could conceivably be invoked 
to terminate a claim which is not prosecuted, that has not been its 
function thus far - and is probably unlikely to become so at this late 
stage of the jurisprudence. 



105. At common law, according to Mustill & Boyd, in the case of 
clear default the tribunal can continue even without express 
authorisation in the arbitration agreement provided it gives notice. 
It is not clear what the tribunal's powers are when there is no clear 
default (for instance the party is merely slow in responding to the 
tribunal's orders). In any event the tribunal cannot act unless 
requested by a party who has itself taken steps to urge the 
recalcitrant party to proceed. The tribunal's power to strike out a 
claim for non prosecution is not recognised at all - and it is 
doubtful whether even the court has this power (after the case of 
Bremer Vulkan v. South India Shipping Corp. [l9811 AC 909). In 
some circumstances it may be arguable that the arbitration can be 
regarded as ultimately ended through normal contractual 
processes. But such an argument is difficult to maintain when the 
only basis is a failure to act on a claim. 

106. The English 1979 Act makes provision for the tribunal to 
continue in the absence of a defaulting party, with the authorisation 
of the court. Here "default" is defined to mean a failure to respond 
to an order of the tribunal within an express term of notice or a 
"reasonable time" (what is "reasonable" being left to the court). It 
is not entirely clear what effect this provision was supposed to have 
on the common law position, or indeed what its effect is (for 
instance whether the tribunal can continue under its common law 
powers without going to court for authorisation). Moreover the 
statutory power does not deal with the question of whether the 
tribunal - or court - should be able to strike out a claim for want of 
prosecution. In England the House of Lords has recommended that 
specific provision be made for this: see Food Corp. of  India v 
Antclizo Shipping Corp. [l9881 2 ALL ER 513. 

107. The Australian Acts also authorise the arbitral tribunal to 
continue notwithstanding the default of a recalcitrant party without 
requiring the authorisation of the court. "Default" is defined in 
terms of a failure to respond to an order within an express or 
"reasonable" time as determined by the tribunal. Thus the time and 
expense of going to court is avoided. In addition the Acts empower 
the court to terminate the proceedings in the case of "undue delay" 
in instituting or prosecuting a claim. This undoubtedly represents 
an advance over the common law. However it might be argued that 
the Acts go too far since the court can also prohibit the claimant 
from commencing further arbitration proceedings (a1 though court 
proceedings would still be possible). And since "undue delay" is not 
defined it is left to the court to determine how extreme the remedy 
should be. 

108. The Model Law deals with the question of default, but in 
this case links it to the parties' other obligations under the Model 
Law. First, if the defendant fails to submit a statement of defence 
in accordance with the Model Law or any party fails to appear at a 
hearing or produce documents when requested by the tribunal, the 
tribunal can continue notwithstanding the default. Thus the Model 
Law clarifies what might amount to "default" without requiring a 
specific order from the tribunal (or the court). Secondly, if a 
claimant fails to submit its statement of claim the 



arbitral tribunal can terminate the proceedings - but this does not 
prevent the institution of new proceedings. It might be argued that 
the tribunal should also have the power ultimately to terminate the 
proceedings if a party fails to appear at a hearing or to produce 
documents - but this may be covered by another provision of the 
Model Law (art.32 allowing for termination if the claimant 
withdraws its claim or the parties agree on the termination of the 
proceedings, or if the continuation of the proceedings has for any 
other reason become "unnecessary or impossible"). 

Question 16 
(1) Should a new Act provide the arbitral tribunal with 

powers to continue ex parte if a party defaults? 
(2) In the event a claimant defaults, should the 

tribunal - or the court - have the power to strike out 
the claim for non ~ e c u t i o n ?  

Conduct of the arbitration 

109. Once the arbitral tribunal begins the question arises as to 
how the arbitration should be conducted - for instance whether it 
should follow an adversarial procedure and how formal it should be. 
The New Zealand Act - like the English Act - contains few 
guidelines in this regard. Thus it is largely left to the parties to 
determine the arbitral procedure, or in their absence the tribunal. 
The common law, however, has established certain limits on the 
parties' (and tribunal's) freedom in this respect. 

110. In particular the parties cannot decide on a procedure which 
would be contrary to minimal standards of "natural justice", 
entailing at least an obligation to act fairly, to attend to the 
parties' arguments and evidence, and to keep the parties informed. 
Nor can they derogate from the court's powers to enforce such 
standards. In addition, according to Mustill & Boyd, unless 
otherwise authorised by the parties, the tribunal is constrained to 
follow an adversarial procedure modelled on that of the court - for 
example holding hearings, applying strict evidential rules, and 
limiting its decision to the parties' arguments and evidence. This 
raises the questions, first, whether the tribunal's discretion should 
be so limited, and, secondly, whether its procedure should be 
modelled on the court's when, after all, it is supposed to provide a 
more flexible method of dispute resolution. 

111. The Australian Acts move away from the idea that the 
arbitral procedure should be modelled on that of a court case. They 
specifically provide that (subject to contrary agreement by the 
parties) the arbitral tribunal can conduct the proceedings in such 
manner as it thinks fit - subject only to the Act, and is not bound by 
the rules of evidence. Natural justice still provides a constraint 
however ("misconduct" explicitly defined in those terms). But the 
common law's additional constraints of an adversarial procedure 
modelled on the courts would not seem to apply. However Sharkey 
& Dorter, Commercial Arbitration (1986), suggest that the tribunal 
should exercise some caution in departing from the adversarial 
court-style model. 



112. The Australian Acts also provide that (unless otherwise 
agreed by the parties) the parties may not be represented in the 
proceedings unless the arbitrator gives leave, and the tribunal can 
order the parties to seek settlement of their disputes through non 
arbitration mechanisms such as conciliation- with the tribunal 
acting as conciliator. The attempt seems to be to move further 
away from the adversarial court model. However the 
appropriateness of these measures for more complex and important 
commercial arbitrations, at least, is somewhat doubtful. It cannot 
be assumed that the parties would want them, and the SCAG 
Working Group which reviewed the Australian Acts has 
recommended that these provisions be modified in the light of such 
criticisms. 

113. The Model Law makes explicit the parties' freedom to 
determine the procedure to be followed by the arbitral tribunal - 
and failing that the tribunal's own powers to do so. The aim, 
expressed in the preparatory materials, was to enable the tribunal 
to meet the needs of the particular case and to select the procedure 
which is most suitable in all the circumstances. The limits are set 
out in the Model Law, rather than being left to the court (whose 
powers to intervene are restricted). Here as well natural justice is 
the standard to be applied, but the precise requirements entailed 
are clearly set out as mandatory provisions in the Model Law. In 
particular the Model Law requires that the parties must be treated 
equally and each party must be given a full opportunity of 
presenting its case, there must be notice of hearings, and any 
evidence supplied to the tribunal must be made available to all 
parties. 

mtion 17 
(1) How much freedom should the parties have to 

determine the arbitral procedure? 
(2) How much freedom should the arbitral tribunal have 

to determine the arbitral procedure in the event the 
parties make no provision? 

Tribunal's ~rocedural mwers 

114. The previous question is very much linked to the arbitral 
tribunal's procedural powers since in order to give effect to a 
determination on the arbitral procedure it must have the necessary 
powers to invoke its authority over the parties. The New Zealand 

. Act provides that (unless the parties otherwise agree) there is an 
"implied term" in the arbitration agreement that the parties and 
those claiming through them will, subject to any legal objection: 

(a) submit to be examined by the tribunal on oath in relation to 
the matters in dispute; 

(b) produce whatever books, deeds, papers, accounts, writings, 
or documents within their possession or power as may be 
required or called for; and 



(c) do "all such other things as during the proceedings on the 
reference the arbitrators ... may require". 

The English Act is similar in this respect. 

115. These powers may be very useful for an arbitral tribunal - 
in particular when it models its procedure on an adversarial style 
court procedure. The first two are equivalent to a court's power in 
the context of its proceedings to receive evidence on oath. The 
third power is expressed in broad terms which could in fact 
encompass the first two powers - as well as, for instance, enabling 
the tribunal to order discovery, to make interim protection orders 
in respect of goods which are the subject of the reference, and to 
require the parties to attend a hearing. However it is not 
all-embracing. In particular it does not empower the tribunal to 
use the personal remedies available to a judge for non-compliance 
with its orders (such as committal for contempt of court), or to 
issue subpoenas or other orders whose effectiveness depends on such 
powers. In addition it does not extend to matters ancillary to the 
reference or beyond the parties themselves. 

116. The parties can enlarge on the tribunal's powers within the 
limits imposed by natural justice and their own contractual 
authority. For instance they can empower the tribunal to order 
security for costs even though this is ancillary to the reference. 
However, according to Mustill & Boyd, enforcement powers 
generally are regarded as being exclusively within the jurisdiction 
of the courts. Thus, in the event of non-compliance, it is left to 
the tribunal to continue, if possible, under its general default 
powers. The question arises whether the arbitration process could 
not be made more effective by expanding the tribunal's powers in 
this respect. A further question is whether the tribunal's implied 
powers should have to be modelled on those a court would have. 

117. Under the New Zealand Act the court can also make certain 
procedural orders in respect of the arbitration, and these may be 
used to supplement the tribunal's own powers although in some 
respects they merely duplicate them. For instance, the 1938 
Amendment Act provides that the court can make orders regarding 
security for costs, the preservation of goods in the hands of third 
parties, and the taking of evidence overseas. Similarly the court 
can subpoena witnesses to testify or produce documents. There are 
equivalent provisions in the English Act. These provide a very 
useful supplement to the tribunal's own powers. But the question 
remains why they should be exercised by the court rather than the 
tribunal itself - at least as regards the parties themselves. To 
extend the tribunal's powers to third parties is of course somewhat 
more problematic (given the contractual nature of its authority) - 
and there may be a case for providing some form of judicial support 
if those powers are to remain. There is a separate question of 
whether such wide powers are appropriate in the context of 
arbitration proceedings. 

118. The Australian Acts provide in somewhat broader terms 
that the parties shall do all things which the tribunal requires to 
enable a just award to be made. This seems to give 



the tribunal much the same powers to take evidence, order 
discovery, make protection orders, attend hearings and so on as 
under the New Zealand and English Acts. But here it is not an 
implied term of the parties' contract, but a mandatory provision 
from which they cannot derogate. In addition (though subject to 
contrary agreement) the tribunal can itself call on the court to 
enforce certain orders - which may extend to persons other than 
the parties themselves. A party can also go to the court for a 
subpoena, and the court has a general power to make "interlocutory 
orders" (e.g. for security of costs) in the same way as in court 
proceedings. 

119. The Australian Acts also contain a provision for 
consolidation of related claims by order of the court, provided all 
the parties consent in the application. This can be a very useful 
power, although to make it subject to consent of the parties may 
not improve much on the common law (where consolidation by 
consent is already possible, the main problem being when one party 
does not agree). The need for the court to be involved from the 
beginning may also be questioned although the problems with 
empowering the tribunal to bind third parties have already been 
noted. The SCAG Working Group on the Acts has recommended 
that the Australian Acts be amended so that only one party need 
make the application and the decision can, in the first instance, be 
made by the tribunal or tribunals concerned - but leaving the 
matter for the court if they cannot agree. 

120. The Model Law does not confer a broad procedural power on 
the arbitral tribunal. There are certain specific powers however - 
which indeed might do more to inform the parties of what their 
rights are (and in any event can be supplemented by agreement of 
the parties). These include the powers to order the parties to 
attend at a hearing or produce documents, and to make interim 
protection orders - though limited to the parties and the subject 
matter of the dispute. There is no attempt here to model the 
tribunal's powers on what a court would have in its proceedings. 
For instance the preparatory materials state that the power to 
make interim protection orders would extend not only to the 
preservation, custody and sale of goods forming the subject matter 
of the dispute, but also to measures designed provisionally to 
determine and "stabilize" the relationship of the parties in a 
long-term project. 

121. The tribunal (or a party with its consent) can also call on 
the court to provide assistance in the obtaining of evidence - and 
this would presumably extend to third parties as well. Similarly, 
the court's somewhat broader powers to order "interim measures of 
protection" are not excluded under the Model Law. The Model Law 
does not empower the tribunal to enforce its own orders, but the 
preparatory materials suggest that the tribunal could be given some 
powers of compulsion. At very least its orders could be made 
directly enforceable through the judicial system in the same way as 
awards. A simple redefinition of the term "award" to include 
interlocutory orders may suffice (discussed further below para.144). 



122. There are other additions which might be made to the 
tribunal's procedural powers under the Model Law (rather than 
leaving it to the parties in each case). For instance the tribunal's 
power to order the production of documents probably does not 
extend to full discovery, that being a distinctively common law 
concept. The tribunal could apply to the court for discovery under 
the general provision regarding the granting of evidential assistance 
but that would be rather cumbersome. Thus, in the domestic case 
at least (where discovery is likely to be familiar to the parties), it 
might be useful to give the tribunal full discovery powers unless the 
parties agree otherwise. Similarly there is no reason why the 
tribunal should not be empowered to make other generally useful 
orders in respect of the parties - such as security for costs. The 
power to order consolidation of related claims (although this goes 
beyond the parties themselves) could also be worthwhile - at least 
in the domestic case, where the parties may be more willing to 
submit to the tribunal, and ultimately the court on the issue. 

Question 18 
(1) What procedural powers should the arbitral tribunal 

have under a new Act? Should these extend beyond 
the parties themselves - for instance the ordering of 
consolidation? Should a distinction be made between 
domestic and international arbitration? 

(2) Should the court have powers of reinforcement - and 
if so on what terms? 

Choice of ~rocedural law 

1 23. The preceding discussion on the arbitration proceedings has 
been based on the assumption that the law which provides the 
reference point is the law of the place of the arbitration. In most 
cases there is no question that the procedural law of the arbitration 
is other than the law of the forum. However the question could 
conceivably arise whether the parties, or in default of them the 
tribunal, could subject the arbitration to a foreign law. This is less 
likely to happen in the case of domestic arbitrations, since they at 
least have some contact with the place of arbitration. But the 
mere fact that a foreign law favours arbitration - having fewer 
mandatory provisions, and allowing greater procedural support - 
may be sufficient reason for it to be preferred. The New Zealand 
Act does not provide for a choice of foreign procedural law. Nor 
does the English Act (although the Bermuda Act does). The 
Australian Acts make only an indirect reference to choice of 
procedural law (in their definition of "foreign" arbitration 
agreement). 

124. The common law does however provide some assistance. It 
has already been suggested in the introduction to this paper that 
common law rules on conflicts of law would encompass a choice of 
procedural law governing the arbitration as the "proper law" of the 
arbitration proceedings. However there are probably some limits. 
In particular Mustill & Boyd suggest that - 



(a) only the parties can choose the procedural law - and if 
there is no such choice there is a presumption that the 
territorial law of the place of arbitration applies; 

(b) the parties could not exclude the mandatory elements of 
the local law (e.g. adherence to natural justice standards), 
and nor could they exclude the powers of the local courts to 
enforce such standards; 

(c) it is doubtful whether the parties could contract out of the 
supervisory role of the local courts in relation to the 
arbitration; 

(d) it is unlikely that a foreign court would be prepared to 
intervene even if asked - and in any event it could not 
enforce its orders without assistance from the local courts 

125. Such limits are more restrictive than the conflicts 
principles applicable to substantive contracts issues. For instance 
these would usually apply the law with the closest connection to the 
dispute in the absence of a choice of proper law and would only 
exclude a choice of proper law if it was made in bad faith, or if its 
enforcement was contrary to the minimal standards of "public 
policytt. The need for the greater restrictions in the arbitration 
context might be questioned. But on the other hand, given the 
problems of effective court supervision in particular, it is 
questionable whether the parties would really benefit from a choice 
of foreign procedural law. 

126. The Model Law does not allow the parties a choice of the 
procedural law to govern their arbitration. It explicitly states that 
the Model Law applies on a strictly territorial basis (with limited 
exceptions regarding the recognition and enforcement of arbitration 
agreements and awards and interim measures of protection). The 
explanation given in the preparatory materials is that this conforms 
with the practice in the great majority of national laws and, even 
where national laws allow the parties to choose another state's 
procedural law, experience shows that the facility is rarely used. 
But more importantly the Model Law already offers the parties, and 
in their absence the arbitral tribunal, a very wide freedom to shape 
the rules of arbitral procedure (including the freedom to 
incorporate foreign procedural rules) - which suggests that it is not 
necessary to have an additional provision for choice of a foreign 
procedural law. 

Ouestion 19 
Under a new Act, should the parties to an arbitration held 
in New Zealand (or in default of them the tribunal) be free 
to determine that the arbitration shall be governed by a 
procedural law other than that of New Zealand? 



THE ARBITRAL AWARD 

A~~licable law 

127. A related question is whether the parties, or in default of 
them the tribunal, can decide which system of law will govern the 
substance of their dispute. This is a question which again more 
commonly arises in international arbitrations because of their links 
with a number of countries, but might also arise in purely domestic 
arbitrations (e.g. because the parties consider a foreign law to be 
more appropriate for their dispute). There is no choice of law 
provision in the New Zealand Act. Nor are there in the English and 
Australian Acts (though the Bermuda Act does make some 
provision). It might seem that such questions are outside the scope 
of arbitration legislation - concerned as they are with the substance 
of the dispute. But as a practical matter there can be advantages, 
not least for the tribunal, in spelling out how it should go about 
determining what is the "proper law" to govern the dispute. 
Moreover the contractual nature of arbitration might suggest that 
there should be a broader choice of law than conflicts principles - 
developed by the courts for their own purposes - would normally 
allow. 

128. As already mentioned, common law conflicts rules would 
normally allow a free choice of the proper law governing the 
substance of a dispute. However there are some restrictions on this 
(apart from the bona fide choice and public policy limits already 
noted in para.125) which are of significance in this context. These 
concern both the range of issues governed by the proper law (issues 
such as capacity, formal validity, and performance of the contract 
not exclusively governed by the proper law), and the ability to 
"split" the contract selecting different laws for different aspects 
(there being some reluctance to accept this at common law without 
a demonstrable "good reason"). The restrictions also concern the 
actual law which can be chosen - conflicts rules normally limiting 
this to a particular national system of law. Finally, in the absence 
of a choice of law by the parties, the tribunal is limited to applying 
the conflicts rules of the place of the arbitration. The question is 
whether such restrictions are reasonable in respect of disputes 
which are to be resolved by arbitration. 

129. The Model Law, for instance, takes a more liberal approach, 
providing that the tribunal shall decide the dispute in accordance 
with such rules of law as are chosen by the parties as applicable to 
the substance of the dispute and otherwise may apply whatever 
conflict of laws rules it considers applicable. The preparatory 
materials state that the intention was to provide the parties with a 
wider range of options than conflicts rules would normally accept, 
both as to the issues covered and as to the ability to split the 
contract, and even to enable them to adopt rules which have been 
"elaborated on the interfiational level". (One example would be the 
rules set out in the Vienna Convention on the International Sale of 
Goods; another might be the principles identified in "General 
Principles of Law in International Commercial Arbitration" (1988) 



101 Haw L.R. 1816.) The choice provided for the tribunal, in 
default of the parties, is deliberately more limited, but allows it to 
decide on the applicable conflicts rules. The aim in this case was to 
ensure some predictability for the parties, while retaining some 
flexibility for the tribunal. 

Ouestion 20 
What, if any, provision should a new Act make for choice of 
law other than New Zealand law to apply to the substantive 
matters in dispute in the arbitration? 

Dis~ensin~ with law 

130. The parties may wish to go further than determining the 
substantive "law" to govern their dispute. They may, for instance, 
want the tribunal to be able to dispense with the law, deciding for 
itself what is fair and reasonable in the circumstances. Many civil 
law systems recognise the power of an arbitrator to determine 
matters as "amiable compositeur" or "ex aequo et bono" (i.e. 
according to equity and good conscience rather than strict law). 
The concept can be traced back in English law as well - to the law 
merchant before the common law courts. It is increasingly coming 
to the fore again in the common law world, and is already an 
established practice in the United States. However as yet this is 
not the case in New Zealand where it is relatively unknown. 

131. The New Zealand Act does not provide for the arbitral 
tribunal's power to dispense with the law (although some New 
Zealand specialist courts and tribunals are empowered by their 
constituent statute to take account of "equity and good 
conscience": and see also s.59 of the District Courts Act 1947 for 
disputes under $500). In this respect the New Zealand Act follows 
the English Act. The common law position is somewhat ambiguous. 
Mustill & Boyd suggest that on a strict view the arbitral tribunal 
must apply the law, but that a more liberal view allows for the 
ouster of "technicalities and strict constructions". Either way a 
high standard of legality is demanded. There may be arguments in 
favour of this (e.g. that otherwise the parties could effectively 
exclude the court's jurisdiction regarding matters of law). But on 
the other hand its consistency with the notion of arbitration as 
alternative dispute resolution, tailored to the specific wants and 
needs of the parties, is questionable. 

132. TheAustralianActsprovidesthat thepartiescanempower 
the tribunal to determine issues "as amiable compositeur" or "ex 
aequo et bono" - the Victorian Act translating this as 
"considerations of general justice and fairness". However the 
precise scope of the power is somewhat ambiguous, and no 
definition is provided. But, given that the Acts retain the appeal on 
points of law, it is doubtful whether the tribunal could do more than 
interpret the law in a non-technical fashion (corresponding to the 
more liberal common law approach). The fact that the provision 
itself is located in a general section on "conduct of the proceedings" 



suggests an even narrower interpretation, limited to dispensing with 
strict legal procedures rather than substantive law. 

133. The Model Law also provides that the parties may empower 
the arbitral tribunal to decide "ex aequo et bono" or as "amiable 
compositeur" - but here the specific context is "rules applicable to 
the substance of the dispute" (and there is not the constraint of the 
court's jurisdiction over matters of law since the Model Law does 
not provide for this). Again a definition is not provided, the reason 
given in the preliminary materials being that the concept varies 
depending on the system from which it derives. Even the 
expressions "amiable compositeur" and "ex aequo et bono" do not 
add much, being themselves interchangeable. But the Analytical 
Commentary suggests that the concept could encompass the power 
to find a fair and equitable solution within the limits of public 
policy. There are also limits provided in the Model Law - since it 
states that the decision shall be made in accordance with the terms 
of the contract taking into account trade usages. The aim is to 
ensure at least some predictability. 

134. As the Analytical Commentary points out, the parties 
themselves could provide further limits by providing their own 
definition. There may be advantages in making this explicit in the 
legislation - and perhaps even, in the case of domestic arbitration 
(for the benefit of those unfamiliar with this form of arbitration), 
providing a standard meaning. One that appears to be commonly 
accepted is the definition given in Black's Law Dictionary as 
empowering the tribunal to "abate something of the strictness of 
the law in favour of natural equity". This indicates a somewhat 
narrower approach than the full extent allowed for by the Model 
Law since it implies the tribunal should at least begin with the law. 
But it may be more realistic as to what the parties would actually 
want. 

Question 21 
Should a new Act empower the parties to authorise the 
arbitrator to decide according to non-legal principles, and 
if so in what terms? Should a distinction be made between 
international and domestic arbitration? 

Determination of ~reliminarv mints of law bv the court 

135. A related question concerns the court's powers to be 
involved in the determination of legal issues during the course of 
the arbitration. At present the New Zealand Act is unique among 
the legislation surveyed in that it retains the court's power to 
require an arbitrator to refer a preliminary point of law for 
determination by way of case stated, giving the courts a very wide 
power to supervise the tribunal's handling of the substantive issues. 

136. The English 1979 Act changed the equivalent provision in 
the 1950 Act and now provides that the court may only determine a 
preliminary point of law (on application of a party) if: 

(a) the parties or the arbitrator consents; 



(b) the determination might produce substantial savings in 
costs to the parties; and 

(C) the question of law is one in respect of which leave to 
appeal would be likely to be given. 

The court's power can be precluded altogether by agreement 
between the parties. However in the case of domestic arbitration 
and some categories of international arbitration (the "special 
category" disputes), the agreement must be entered into after the 
dispute arises. The Australian Acts have taken up the English 
reforms virtually intact. 

137. The Model Law goes one step further in removing the legal 
supervision of the courts, by omitting altogether the power to refer 
a preliminary point of law to the court. Further, art.5 might 
(depending on its interpretation) preclude the parties incorporating 
such a power by agreement. It is arguable that this goes too far in 
preventing the parties, and indeed the tribunal, obtaining legal 
assistance when it is genuinely needed. On the other hand, the 
power to get assistance from experts (art.26) would presumably 
extend to legal experts, and this may be quite adequate. 

Duestion 22 
Should a new Act contain a power to refer a preliminary 
point of law to the court, and if so should the court be 
empowered to compel a reference? 

Tribunal's Dowers with re~ard  to the award 

138. Once the tribunal is in a position to make its decision the 
question may arise as to its powers regarding the award. The New 
Zealand Act provides for a number of powers. In particular the 
tribunal can, subject to contrary agreement between the parties - 

(a) make awards which are final and binding on the parties and 
persons claiming through them; 

(b) (in addition to damages) order specific performance of 
contracts, and make orders under the Contractual Mistakes 
Act 1977, the Contracts Privity Act 1982 and the 
Contractual Remedies Act 1979; 

(C) make interim awards (i.e. awards which only deal with 
aspects of the questions referred, pending the final award). 

The English and Australian Acts contain similar provisions. 

139. In addition under the New Zealand Act the tribunal can 
make ancillary orders regarding - 

(a) interest on the award (or otherwise the award carries 
interest as a judgment debt); and 



(b) costs of the reference and the award (which Mustill & Boyd 
suggest would include the tribunal's own fees) 

(and see similarly the English Act). In this case the parties cannot 
agree otherwise except, in the case of costs, after the dispute 
arises. The original reason for the restrictions (at least in the case 
of costs) was consumer protection. But the need for a special 
provision in this context may be questioned. The Australian Acts 
allow the parties to agree otherwise as to the tribunal's powers to 
award costs and interest. 

140. All in all the tribunal's powers come close to those of a 
court. In respect of interests and costs they may be even broader, 
allowing the tribunal a greater discretion to determine who should 
pay and the amounts payable. However there are limits on this. 
The Australian Acts provide for a maximum rate of interest to 
apply unless the parties agree otherwise - and the New Zealand and 
English provisions apply a standard limit of the rate of interest on a 
judgment debt. As to costs, Mustill & Boyd state that the 
discretion must be exercised "judiciallytt - meaning that the tribunal 
should apply the principle that the costs normally follow the event. 
But the reasonableness of such a restriction in the arbitration 
context is questionable since, unlike court proceedings, the parties 
have agreed to go there (and it would perhaps be a more appropriate 
practice for each party to pay its own costs). 

141. The parties can also confer additional powers on the 
tribunal with regard to the award - such as granting injunctions, 
making declaratory orders, and ordering interest up to the date of 
the award. Many such powers can be implied from a normal 
arbitration agreement without express provision. A clear example 
is the power to award interest (applied in Kenneth William & Co. 
Ltd v. Martelli [l9801 2 NZLR 596, and very recently in Angus 
Group Ltd v. Lincoln-Industries Ltd unreported judgment of Henry 
J, High Court-Auckland, CL 46/88, 13/6/1988). This power is made 
explicit in the Australian Acts, although a maximum amount is 
specified. As in the case of the tribunal's procedural powers there 
are limits on how far the tribunal's powers can extend (not only 
because of the contractual nature of its authority). In particular 
the tribunal cannot be empowered to enforce its orders, regarded as 
a matter only for the court. This effectively means that the powers 
to order specific performance and injunctions, dependant as they 
are on immediate powers of enforcement, may be of little practical 
value. 

142. It should be noted that the New Zealand Act recognises the 
tribunal has something amounting to a power to enforce its orders 
as to its own fee since it can withhold the award until this is paid. 
However, a party may apply to have the award delivered into court 
and the fee to be taxed by the "taxing officer" - a "reasonable" fee 
to be paid to the tribunal and the balance to be delivered to the 
applicant (and there are similar provisions in the English and 
Australian Acts). One problem with this is that it gives no remedy 
to a party who does not take up and pay for the award. It also 
means that the tribunal's fee is effectively determined by the 



court, and it is not at all clear what it will regard as "reasonable" 
(although the Australian Acts at least give the tribunal the 
opportunity to be heard on the issue). Thus the procedure may not 
be very attractive for the tribunal, and it may prefer simply to 
inform the parties that the award is available on payment of a 
specified sum. Indeed this seems to be the normal practice in New 
Zealand. But it raises the question however of just what controls 
there should be on the tribunal's discretion to determine its own fee. 

143. In contrast to the other models surveyed the Model Law 
actually makes very little reference to the tribunal's powers 
regarding the award, leaving these to the parties themselves to 
determine. It might be argued that the tribunal should have at least 
some statutory implied powers. But it may not be necessary to 
provide for everything: even without a statutory provision, there 
could be little doubt that the parties intended that a final and 
binding order would be made. And a simple arbitration agreement, 
liberally interpreted, could be read to empower the tribunal to 
make such orders as the tribunal considers appropriate within the 
limits of the remedies provided for by common law and statute. 
Indeed to dispense with specific references to certain common law 
and statutory remedies avoids a possible presumption that others 
might be excluded. The problem of enforcement is remedied to 
some extent by the more streamlined process for enforcement of 
awards through the courts (discussed further below). 

144. However some additional powers could well be provided for 
in the legislation, at least for domestic parties. Such powers might 
include, for instance, the power to make interim and interlocutory 
awards and the power to make orders ancillary to the reference 
such as costs and interest on the award. The UNCITRAL Rules 
(which preceded the Model Law and are in some respects more 
detailed) may provide some assistance in this regard. The relevant 
provisions (arts.32 and 38-41) are appended to this paper. The 
Rules do not deal with the question of interest, but the Australian 
report on the Model Law may be of some assistance. It 
recommends that there be similar provisions to those in the 
Australian Acts, but giving the tribunal the discretion to determine 
the rate of interest having regard to matters such as the currency 
of the award and interest rates applicable to that currency. 

westion 23 
What should a new Act say about the tribunal's powers with 
regard to the award? Should there be a distinction in this 
respect between international and domestic arbitration? 

Requirements with re~ard to the award 

145. A question arises as to whether the tribunal is subject to 
any requirements in the making of its award. The New Zealand Act 
in fact imposes no formal requirements on the award - following 
the English Act in this respect. Thus, for instance (unless the 
parties provide otherwise) the award need not be in writing, or 



signed by the arbitrators, or specifically refer to the parties, or 
even be brought to their attention for it to be valid. However there 
are obvious advantages in having some formalities, both for 
information for the parties and for enforcement by the court if 
need be. In most cases it would not be too onerous to require that 
the award be written and signed by a sufficient proportion of the 
arbitrators to indicate its authority. This is, for instance the 
approach of the Australian Acts which provide for such 
requirements (subject to contrary agreement of the parties). 

146. The Model Law goes further and requires that the award 
must not only be in writing and signed by a majority of the 
arbitrators but should also specify the date and place of the 
arbitration. In addition the Model Law requires that a copy of the 
award be sent to each party. These requirements are mandatory. 
Arguably they may be overly technical and detailed for some 
arbitrations - for instance the simple lookhniff type. But the 
preparatory materials point out that such requirements are imposed 
by a number of countries, and would have to be met if the award is 
to be enforced there. Even the New York Convention requires that 
a written award be supplied before enforcement can issue. Thus it 
may save time and trouble later to set them out in the Model Law. 
On the other hand, for cases where the need for enforcement 
overseas is less likely, the requirement could be made subject to 
contrary agreement. 

147. In addition to formal requirements for the award there may 
be substantive requirements which have to be met. The New 
Zealand Act does not refer to this (nor do the English and 
Australian Acts) but the common law does impose some standards 
on the award as a condition for enforcement. Mustill & Boyd 
summarise these as "cogency", "completeness", "certainty", 
"finality", and "enforceability". At a minimal level these are 
largely self-evident: for instance it could hardly be called an 
"award" if there was not a decision on the issues submitted - and to 
that extent it may be questioned whether there is a need to make 
specific reference to them. (The Model Law does not.) But the 
common law requirements appear to go beyond a minimal level and 
it is questionable whether such standards are necessary. 

148. Finally there is the question whether the award should set 
out the tribunal's reasons. The New Zealand Act does not impose a 
requirement in this respect and nor does the common law. Thus, 
unless specifically requested by the parties, the arbi tra tor/s can 
omit to state their reasons and will often do so (especially since the 
technical distinction between reasons in the award and reasons 
given in a separate document was queried in Manukau City Council 
v. Fletcher Mainline Ltd [l9821 2 NZLR 142). While this may be 
convenient for the tribunal, it can create problems, both for the 
parties who may wish to know why they won or lost, and whether 
they have just cause for complaint, and for the court called upon to 
review the award. Indeed it may be argued that "natural justice" 
should require the giving of reasons, if only to demonstrate that the 
tribunal has not acted "arbitrarily". Also there may be problems of 
enforcement overseas when there is not a reasoned award (although 
the New York Convention does not actually require it). 



149. In response to these problems the English 1979 Act has 
instituted a limited requirement for reasoned awards, linking this 
with the court's power to review an award. It provides that (on 
application of the parties or one of them with leave of the court) 
the court can order that the award should set out the reasons in 
sufficient detail to enable a court on appeal to consider any 
questions of law. However the parties can exclude this power in the 
same way as they can exclude appeals on points of law. These are 
valuable reforms, although it may be questioned whether they go 
far enough - in particular why the court should have to be asked 
about the need to have reasons. 

150. The Australian Acts require reasons to be given as a matter 
of course. In this respect they are similar to the Model Law. In 
both cases the requirement is not mandatory. Thus in the few 
instances where the parties themselves prefer not to have writ ten 
reasons (e.g. because of the delays and costs involved) they still 
have the option of providing otherwise. This provides a flexible 
solution and avoids the need to go to court on the issue. 

Question 24 
What - if any - formal requirements should a new Act 
impose on the award? Should there be any requirement for 
reasons to be stated in the award? 

Review of the award 

151. Once the award is made there is an important question 
whether there should be some opportunity for a dissatisfied party to 
be able to have it reviewed by the court. There may be arguments 
of certainty and finality of the award against this. But on the other 
hand, as noted in the introduction to this paper, the parties 
themselves expect a fair and reasonable result (and may feel 
justified in complaining if it is not) - and apart from this there is 
the public interest in ensuring that some standards are met. Indeed 
the right to at least minimal review is accepted in most if not all 
legal systems. (One exception, however, is for investment disputes 
under the Washington Convention where any review is by a second 
arbitration body.) 

152. In the New Zealand case there are broad powers of review - 
provided for in both the legislation and the common law. First, the 
Act provides that "misconduct" by the arbitral tribunal is a basis for 
setting aside the award. And, as in the case of "misconduct" as a 
ground for removing an arbitrator, this is interpreted by the courts 
to encompass matters such as excess of jurisdiction, unfairness, and 
breach of natural justice. To some extent the review comes close 
to the court's powers of judicial review over inferior courts and 
administrative tribunals - although it does not seem to involve a 
"statutory power of decision" for the purposes of the Judicature 
Amendment Act 1972: see New Zealand Stock Exchange v. Listed 
Companies Assn Inc. [l9841 NZLR 699; and also R v. Panel on 
Takeovers [l9871 Q B  815, at 847. This is also the case under the 



English and Australian Acts although, as already mentioned, the 
Australian Acts do give some statutory guidance as to what 
"misconduct" means. 

153. Secondly, the Act allows the court to require an award be 
stated on a point of law in the form of a special case for the 
decision of the court. This supplements its common law power to 
set aside an award for error of law apparent on the face of the 
award. But in this case the court is not limited to questions 
apparent on the face of the award since the case stated procedure 
requires a separate statement of the legal issues involved (and the 
relevant facts). Nor is the court's jurisdiction excluded if the legal 
issue was specifically referred to the tribunal. (Whereas it is under 
the common law power as the courts have interpreted this: see 
Attorney-General v. Offshore Mining Co. Ltd [l9831 NZLR 418.) In 
addition the practice of stating the award in the alternative 
depending on the court's decision, allows the court to determine the 
legal point without having to set aside the award altogether (the 
latter being the extent of its powers under the common law 
review). Thus, effectively, the case stated procedure gives the 
court a rather broad power to determine appeals on points of law. 

154. However the case stated procedure has its own problems. 
In particular the submitting of questions in the form of a case 
stated requires at least some cooperation from the tribunal (which 
it may not be very ready to give). In addition the procedure of 
stating a case is somewhat technical. The question is whether this 
degree of formality is really necessary or warranted in the context 
of arbitration. But the more fundamental question is whether there 
should be the appeal at all, or at least whether it should be stated in 
such broad terms. The courts have generally shown restraint in the 
exercise of their power. But the power is still there and at very 
least the question is whether it should remain in such an unfettered 
form. In any event it may be questioned whether it should exist 
alongside a separate common law power to set aside the award for 
error of law apparent on its face. 

155. The major reform of the English 1979 Act was to 
consolidate the court's powers to review the award on points of 
law. The case stated procedure and the common law power to set 
aside for error of law are both abolished. In place of these the Act 
provides a limited appeal on questions of law, exerciseable by 
consent of the parties or leave of the court - not to be granted 
unless the determination of the legal question "could substantially 
affect the rights of one or more of the parties". Further appeal to 
the Court of Appeal is by leave only - to be granted only if the 
matter is "of great public importance". As in the case of 
preliminary points of law and reasoned awards, provision is made 
for the parties to exclude the appeal altogether - provided that, in 
the case of domestic arbitration agreements and "special category" 
disputes, the exclusion agreement is entered into after the dispute 
arises. 

156. The courts have interpreted their powers to hear appeals on 
points of law narrowly. In Pioneer Shipping Ltd v. BTP Tioxide Ltd, 
The Nema [l9821 AC 724 the following guidelines were established: 



first, in the case of one-off contracts leave should be granted only 
if the error of law is evident on the face of the reasoned award; 
second, in the case of standard form contracts raising a standard 
issue of law there should be a strong prima facie case of error, but 
if the issue was not a standard one the stricter criterion of error on 
the face of the award should apply. This would appear to place 
substantial limits on the court's power to review the award on 
matters of law. However The Nemu guidelines have led to problems 
of interpretation and application in subsequent cases, and it is still 
very much up to the individual judge to determine whether or not 
leave should be granted in the particular circumstances of the case. 

157. The English statutory reforms were taken up virtually 
intact in the Australian Acts. The Australian courts however have 
not always followed The Nemu guidelines on the granting of leave to 
appeal - but the SCAG Working Group on the Australian Acts has 
recommended that The Nemu guidelines be given statutory form to 
ensure that the statutory policy of minimal judicial review be 
preserved. The English provisions were also adopted in the Hong 
Kong and Bermuda statutes, but with some modifications (in 
particular their omission of the distinction for "special category 
disputes"). 

158. The Model Law goes even further and excludes the 
possibility of appeal on points of law altogether - thus leaving the 
actual decision entirely in the tribunal's hands consistent with the 
notions of certainty and finality of the arbitration. It does however 
accept that the arbitration must conform to minimal procedural 
standards, but instead of leaving these to the courts sets them out 
specifically in the legislation in terms which largely correspond to 
what is already required in earlier provisions. (The grounds 
themselves parallel the New York Convention's defences to 
enforcement, also taken up in the Model Law -see below para.169). 
The grounds for setting aside the award are set out in art.34 as 
follows: 

(a) a party lacked capacity to conclude the arbitration 
agreement or the agreement was invalid; 

(b) a party was not notified of the appointment of an arbitrator 
or of the arbitral proceedings or was otherwise unable to 
present its case; 

(C) the award went beyond the questions referred to the 
tribunal; 

(d) the tribunal's composition or the arbi tral procedure was not 
in accordance with the agreement of the parties unless the 
agreement was in conflict with a mandatory provision of 
the Model Law; 

(e) the subject matter of the dispute was not arbitrable as 
determined by the court; 

(f) the award is in conflict with public policy, as determined by 
the court. 



In addition the Model Law specifies a three month time limit for 
the application for setting aside to be made, in order to ensure that 
any objections are dealt with speedily. 

159. In substance these grounds come close to the common law 
concept of misconduct. In particular the first, third and the fourth 
(first part) equate in broad terms to the notion of an excess of 
authority, and the second and fourth (second part) are essentially 
requirements of "natural justice" and "fairness". It is true that they 
represent only part of what such requirements would entail - and, if 
the matter was left there, there would not be a full right of 
procedural review equating to the notion of "misconduct" under the 
other models. The preparatory materials suggest that it would help 
to adopt a broad view of the ''public policy" requirement, not 
limited to the normal common law focus on substantive rather than 
procedural standards. The concept would indeed come closest to 
the civil law concept of "ordre publique" (as public policy is there 
termed). 

160. The Analytical Commentary provides the following 
description of "public policy" for the purposes of setting aside the 
a ward: 

"It was understood that the term 'public policy', which as 
used in the 1958 New York Convention and many other 
treaties, covered fundamental principles of law and justice 
in substantive as well as procedural respects. Thus, 
instances such as corruption, bribery or fraud and similar 
serious cases would constitute a ground for setting aside. It 
was noted, in that connection, that the wording 'the award 
is in conflict with the public policy of this State' was not to 
be interpreted as excluding instances or events relating to 
the manner in which an award was arrived at." 

The Australian report on the Model Law considered this point 
sufficiently important to recommend that "public policy" be defined 
in those terms in the actual text of the implementing statute. 

161. It may be argued that the Model Law is defective in not 
providing for some power of review for error of law (apart from the 
substantive aspects of public policy). Even if this does not amount 
to a full appeal it could, for instance, encompass errors of law going 
to the root of the decision in much the same way as a court's power 
of judicial review over inferior tribunals seems to be extending to 
fundamental errors of law (see Bulk Gas Users Group v. 
Attorney-General [l9831 NZLR 129). On the other hand it must be 
recalled that an arbitral tribunal, whose authority is based on 
contract, is not the same as an inferior tribunal, whose authority 
stems from statute, and is probably not subject to judicial review as 
such (see para.152). The court's power to review arbitral awards 
may be similar in effect to its power to review decisions of inferior 
tribunals but is in fact quite different in character, being based on a 
public interest requiring intervention in a private relationship 
rather than an inherent supervisory jurisdiction in respect of the 
exercise of a delegated public authority. Thus there is no 



absolute necessity that the power be expressed in such broad terms 
and indeed there may be strong arguments against extending it to 
questions of law. In particular (as mentioned in the introduction to 
this paper) there are the interests of speed, economy, flexibility, 
etc. of the arbitration - and the overriding consideration that the 
parties after all chose to have their disputes resolved by arbitration 
rather than through the court system. 

162. Nevertheless it may be argued that in the case of domestic 
arbitration, where the connection with national law is likely to be 
closer, there may be some interest in retaining some review of 
matters of law. At the very least this might justify some review 
for a simple non-application of the law (if the law is applicable). In 
addition the parties might want to have some provision for review 
for errors in the application of the law, and there may be public 
policy reasons for providing such supervision. Thus it may be 
reasonable to expand the Model Law's list of grounds for review for 
domestic arbitration to take account of the first, and possibly the 
second. If not there may be a danger that the courts will take it on 
themselves to read the power into the existing statutory grounds for 
review. There is already a precedent for such an approach: the 
United States Arbitration Act does not itself allow for an award to 
be set aside for an error of law. But the courts have created the 
doctrine of "manifest disregard of law" interpreting the broad 
excess of jurisdiction ground in the Act to mean that if the 
arbitrator was in fundamental disaccord with the applicable 
principles of law the award is invalid. To avoid the need for such 
judicial creativity it may be preferable to make explicit statutory 
provision for review for error of law - possibly subject to the 
agreement of the parties themselves. 

Ouestion 22 
(1) What provision should a new Act make for review of 

an award by the court? 
(2) Should the court's powers be limited to procedural 

matters or should they extend to matters of 
substantive law (and if so, to what extent)? Should 
there be any distinction between domestic and 
international arbitration in this respect? 

Tribunal reviewing the award 

163. Atthisstageafurtherquestionarises. Iftheawardis set 
aside, it is largely left to the parties to recommence the arbitration 
(including appointing a new tribunal). However there may be cases 
where the error is rather minor, and it is easier and more 
convenient to simply pass the matter back to the original tribunal 
to rectify. Alternativkly, if the tribunal itself can deal with it 
without waiting for remission, the need to go to court may be 
avoided altogether. The question, then, is whether the legislation 
should provide for such powers, and if so in what terms. The New 
Zealand Act contains a rather broad provision for the court to remit 
matters to the arbitral tribunal for its reconsideration. In addition 
the Act contains a rather limited provision for the tribunal itself 



to correct in its award "any clerical mistake or error arising from 
any accidental slip or omission". The English and Australian Acts 
have similar provisions. 

164. The Acts provide no guidelines as to when the court's power 
to remit might be exercised, but the courts have used it to deal 
with lesser matters of "misconduct" (as an alternative to setting 
aside) as well as to allow an arbitrator to correct a mistake in the 
award or deal with new evidence. A further category of cases 
where remission is possible is for "patent defects" in the award - 
non-compliance with the substantive award requirements of 
cogency, completeness, clarity and so on. However the tribunal's 
own powers to review the award are very narrowly construed - 
consistent with the common law principle that the tribunal having 
made the award is "functus officio" (having discharged its 
function) - and thus has no authority to alter its award without the 
consent of the parties unless there is a clear statutory authority to 
the contrary. 

165. The Model Law, by contrast, provides for a somewhat more 
limited power of remission and a somewhat broader power for the 
tribunal to review its own award, although otherwise the principle 
of "functus officio" is preserved. Specifically, the tribunal can 
correct clerical errors and the like and can interpret its award and 
make additional awards. The court on the other hand can only 
remit a matter to the tribunal in the context of a setting aside 
application if this could eliminate the grounds for setting aside. 
For instance a "patent defect" in the award would not be sufficient 
(although if this was sufficiently serious there would be no "award", 
leaving the solution in the tribunal's hands). On remission the 
tribunal itself must decide whether an amendment is actually 
necessary to eliminate the grounds for setting aside. Thus the 
tribunal's authority as the decision-maker is retained to a maximum 
extent. 

Ouestion 26 
Should a new Act provide for the power of a court to remit 
an award to the arbitrator, and if so on what terms? 

ENFORCEMENT OF THE AWARD 

Procedures available for enforcement 

166. Once the award is in a position to be enforced, the question 
of how to enforce it may arise. It does not always arise since if a 
party simply complies there is no need for enforcement. Nor is it 
necessary for recognition of the binding effect of the award in 
other proceedings (although the same conditions as for enforcement 
apply for recognition). However if there is a problem of 
enforcement, the need to be able to call on the courts to lend 
assistance arises, since (without the necessary powers of contempt 
and so on) the tribunal cannot enforce its own award. 



167. At common law the only method of enforcement is by an 
action on the award, effectively enforcing it as a contract. But the 
New Zealand Act provides for a simplified procedure of summary 
enforcement as if the award was a judgment of the court (and, 
further, the court can enter judgment in terms of the award, 
making it possible to enforce the award overseas under the foreign 
judgments schemes). The English and Australian Acts have 
enforcement provisions in much the same terms. Enforcement 
under the statutory provision, as at common law, is however 
discretionary. In particular the court will not enforce an award 
which is in excess of the tribunal's jurisdiction, or which fails to 
meet the requirements of cogency, completeness, certainty, finality 
and enforceability. 

168. The rules for enforcement of foreign awards - or at least 
those governed by the New York Convention - are somewhat 
different. The New Zealand 1982 Act guarantees equal treatment 
for "convention awards" (made in a convention country), but in fact 
enforcement is easier than for domestic awards. If a convention 
award is registered enforcement must issue unless certain defences 
are established. These are that - 

(a) a party lacked capacity to conclude the arbitration 
agreement or the agreement was invalid; 

(b) a party was not notified of the appointment of an arbitrator 
or of the arbitral proceedings or was otherwise unable to 
present its case; 

(C) the award went beyond what was referred; 

(d) the tribunal's composition or the arbitral procedure was not 
in accordance with the agreement of the parties or the law 
of the country where the arbitration took place; 

(e) the award has not yet become binding on the parties or has 
been set aside (by a competent authority in the country in 
which, or under the law of which, the award was made); 

(f) the subject matter of the dispute was not arbitral as 
determined by the court; or 

(g) the award is in conflict with public policy, again as 
determined by the court. 

169. The Model Law applies the same grounds for refusing 
recognition and enforcement to all awards coming within its scope. 
If this is extended to domestic and foreign domestic awards, as well 
as international awards, it provides a uniform system of 
enforcement based on minimal constraints. It is also consistent 
with the grounds for setting aside the award under the Model Law 
(with some variation to account for the possibility that the award 
may be foreign). Thus new grounds are not introduced at the 
enforcement stage, and a party is not prejudiced by not having 
actively sought to have the award set aside. There is still one 
important difference however: since non-enforcement can only 



prevent enforcement in the state where enforcement is sought, 
setting aside (which "kills" the award at the root) is given priority 
by providing for enforcement proceedings to be suspended if an 
application has been made to set aside the award. 

170. It is possible that the Model Law's grounds for refusing 
enforcement would have to be expanded in one respect (at least) for 
domestic arbitration to accommodate a similar expansion in the 
grounds for setting aside the award. That is, if error of law was 
made a ground for setting aside the award, consistency would 
require that it should be made a ground for refusing enforcement. 
Thus again a distinction might possibly be made between 
international and domestic arbitration. 

Question 27 
(1) What procedures should a new Act provide for 

judicial enforcement of an award? 
(2) What conditions should there be for enforcement to 

issue? Should a distinction be made between 
domestic and international arbitration? 

OTHER MATTERS 

Court-annexed and statutory arbitration 

171. The topic of compulsory arbitration - imposed on the 
parties by statute or by the court in the course of proceedings - has 
not yet been addressed in this review. It is questionable whether it 
should be considered at all since it is not really "arbitration" when 
the element of voluntary submission to the process is missing. Nor, 
arguably, can it be aligned to arbitration as a matter of principle 
when such a significant element is not present. At best it can be 
regarded as a statutory or judicial recognition of the advantages of 
arbitration as a form of alternative dispute resolution - with similar 
procedures and the opportunity to select an expert adjudicator. 
However since it is a recognised form of adjudication in New 
Zealand it will be dealt with now - as part of the somewhat larger 
topic of court-annexed and statutory arbitration. 

172. The New Zealand Act is indeed now unique among the 
arbitration models surveyed in itself providing for court-annexed 
arbitration. The provisions stem from the English 1854 Act, in 
England removed into the Supreme Court of Judicature 
Consolidation Act in 1925. Specifically: 

(a) The court can refer questions arising in the course of 
proceedings (other than criminal proceedings by the Crown) 
to a "referee" whose report it may adopt in whole or in part 
(and see also s.62 of the District Courts Act 1947). 

(b) A1 terna tively, the court can order that technical questions, 
or with the consent of the parties, any other questions of 
fact, be tried before an arbitrator agreed on by the parties 



or before an officer of the court (and see also District 
Courts Act ss.61 and 62A, although there the consent of the 
parties is always required). 

The provisions essentially enable the expertise of arbitrators to be 
drawn on to assist in court proceedings - in much the same way as 
referees, arbitrators and assessors under the English and various 
Australian courts statutes. As such, the provisions can be very 
useful for all those concerned. 

173. Nevertheless there is little in common between the forms 
of court-annexed arbitration noted above and the voluntary 
arbitration it is supposedly modelled on. The first form can hardly 
be called "arbitrati~n~~ even in the broadest sense since the referee 
does not have the power of decision: Papps v Canterbury Furnishers 
Ltd [l9591 NZLR 1037. The second form is closer to voluntary 
arbitration and indeed is voluntary if the parties agree to it and 
appoint the arbitrator themselves, but is subject to a separate 
statutory regime bringing it further within the court system, and 
leaving very little authority to the parties themselves. Thus s.16 
provides that the arbitrator is an officer of the court, the 
proceedings to be conducted according to court rules or as the court 
directs, and the decision is equivalent to a jury verdict. 

174. It may be questioned whether these forms of "arbitration" 
can be regarded as sufficiently close to the normal concept of 
arbitration to remain in an arbitration statute, especially if the 
statute itself moves closer to the contractual model. On the other 
hand, since the processes are valuable there may be a case for 
retaining them in some form. There could, for instance, be 
something equivalent to the English or Australian provisions for 
referees, arbitrators (although it might be better to avoid this 
terminology) and assessors in the Judicature Act and High Court 
Rules. Indeed it may be sufficient simply to expand the existing 
High Court Rules provisions regarding the taking of accounts and 
inquiries (rr.384ff). 

175. The New Zealand Act also provides for statutory 
arbitration, albeit indirectly, stating that the Act applies to 
arbitration under other Acts as if the arbitration were pursuant to a 
submission except insofar as this is inconsistent with the Act 
regulating the procedure (and see similarly the English and 
Australian Acts). There are a number of statutes which refer 
disputes or particular types of disputes to arbitration. A reasonably 
comprehensive list is appended to this paper. In most cases these 
are subject to the Arbitration Act - although the Labour Relations 
Act provisions for arbitration of disputes of interest provide an 
important exception, the rationale for which will not be 
re-examined here. 

176. Many of the statutory arbitration provisions are concerned 
with the relationship between individuals and government or local 
government (or in some cases between different government or 
local government bodies). If any overall aim can be discerned here, 
it seems to be to provide a dispute resolution mechanism which is 



simpler and less adversarial than going to court and provides 
greater practical expertise. However the question arises whether 
these aims could not more appropriately be served by referring such 
matters to administrative tribunals - since their function is much 
the same - as discussed in the Legislation Advisory Committee's 
recent Discussion Paper on Administrative Tribunals (Department 
of Justice, 1988). Indeed this is a question which might well be left 
to that Committee to recommend on. 

177. In other cases however the statutes in question establish 
statutory corporations or authorise the incorporation of private 
corporations outside the general scheme of the Companies 
legislation (though it is questionable whether they ought to continue 
to be excluded - a point raised in the Law Commissions's 
Preliminary Paper on Company Law (NZLC PPS, 1987). Here the 
arbitration provisions tend to be used to establish a method of 
dispute resolution between the corporation and its individual 
members, subscribers or security holders in much the same way as 
an arbitration clause might be found in a company's articles of 
association. There is some resemblance to voluntary arbitration 
here in terms of both form and function - in particular the 
enhancement of privacy and expertise. This suggests that there 
might be some advantages in retaining such forms of statutory 
arbitration as essentially analogous to voluntary arbitration. Indeed 
the arbitration is "voluntary" in the/ sense that the individual party 
can choose whether or not to become a member, subscriber or 
security holder of the body in question. 

178. There are still some differences however, which need to be 
addressed. In particular the New Zealand Arbitration Act makes it 
clear that it applies only to the extent it is not inconsistent with 
the statute providing for the arbitration. Thus, for instance, a 
court could not refuse a stay of proceedings, since there has already 
been a statutory determination in favour of arbitration. In addition 
some provisions of the 1938 Amendment Act are specifically 
excluded. Russell on Arbitration suggests that the exclusions 
supposedly relate to provisions which are either inherently 
inapplicable to statutory arbitrations, or would allow the court to 
override express provisions of the statute. However these would 
already be covered by the general reference to inconsistency - and 
moreover the list is not complete, referring only to certain 
provisions. To avoid unnecessary duplication the additional 
reference to specific exclusions could be dropped altogether (as for 
instance in the Australian Acts). Alternatively, and preferably if 
the aim is to make clear which of the normal provisions would be 
excluded, the general reference could be dropped in favour of a 
comprehensive list of specific exclusions, the selection itself based 
on an "inconsistency" criterion. 

179. Some care will have to be taken too in the drafting of any 
statutory provision in the arbitration legislation to indicate that the 
intention is to treat the statutory arbitration as equivalent to 
voluntary arbitration. The present provision in the New Zealand 
Act, for instance, applies the Act to statutory arbitrations "as if 



the arbitration were pursuant to a submission". But it does not 
actually exclude the court's ability to treat them as creatures of 
statute - and for instance exercise its powers of judicial review 
under the Judicature Amendment Act 1972. This means that a 
fundamental divergence could develop between voluntary and 
statutory arbitrations. Thus it may be preferable to state simply 
that the statutory provision for arbitration is "deemed to be an 
arbitration agreement" - as some of the specific statutory 
provisions for arbitration already do. 

question 28 
Should there be provision - in a new Act or elsewhere - for 
court annexed arbitration? - for statutory arbitration? If 
so in what terms? 



180. Although this is a preliminary paper for discussion and not a 
report representing the settled views of the Law Commission, we 
believe it is helpful for those responding to the paper to have an 
indication of our present (albeit tentative) opinion on the general 
direction of reform of New Zealand's arbitration laws. Such an 
indication is to be found in the paragraphs following, but we stress 
that it is in all respects subject to the weight and cogency of 
responses received to the paper, and to our further consideration of 
the issues. 

181. We have considered, directly or indirectly, a range of broad 
options. These might be summarised as - 

(a) repeal the present statutes: why have any statutes in this 
area at all? 

(b) retain the present statutes: is there any identifiable need 
or demand for change? 

(C) follow the improved English model: why not adopt the 
changes introduced there by the 1979 Act which have been 
grafted on to statutes which share a common origin (and 
terminology) with our own? 

(d) adopt the Australian model: why not give full recognition 
to the logic of trans-Tasman ties, not least the Closer 
Economic Relation Agreement, by adopting the modern 
uniform Australian legislation here? 

(e) adopt the UNCITRAL Model Law: why not take advantage 
of an international model which has already gained 
acceptance in relation to international arbitration in 
several comparable countries, and is applicable - perhaps 
with minor modification - to domestic arbitration? 

(f) create a new New Zealand statute: why not draw the very 
best elements from all the models on offer, and shape them 
into legislation specific to our own country but in line with 
the general approach taken in comparable countries? 

182. The main options discussed in Part I1 were (c), (d) and (e). 
We doubt that there is a real case for option (a) - repeal - but it 
serves to focus attention on the basic objective of legislation in this 
field. We believe that objective to be the support and strengthening 
of a method of dispute resolution separate from the ordinary courts 
which has been proved to be popular and effective. Although 
arbitration is founded on an agreement, the common law relating to 
arbitration agreements does not permit as effective a system as is 
possible when supported by legislative rules designed to enable the 



system to work in the absence of cooperation. Clarification of the 
law is another important objective. In any event New Zealand could 
not simply repeal its special foreign awards and international 
investment disputes statutes since they implement international 
obligations. 

183. We are also presently inclined to reject option (b) leaving 
the law as it is - except, perhaps, in the case of the Arbitration 
(International Investment Disputes) Act 1979. There may be an 
argument that the present law has worked well enough for those 
who have to apply it and that the factors which have led to change 
elsewhere are not applicable here. But at very least, the central 
arbitration statutes - the Arbitration Act 1908 and its 1938 
Amendment - are confusing in their structure, patchy in their 
content, and unclear in their language. More significantly, they 
represent a perhaps dated view of arbitration as very much subject 
to the control of the court. This is unsatisfactory if arbitration is 
to be promoted as a dispute resolution process based on the will of 
the parties. We doubt that there are good reasons for derogating so 
much from the principle of freedom of contract in this context. 
Similar considerations also lay behind the reforms that have taken 
place elsewhere. The focus there may have been on international 
arbitration (sometimes to the exclusion of domestic arbitration), 
but there seems to be no clear policy reason for treating domestic 
arbitration as essentially different. The models are by and large 
equally relevant to both forms of arbitration. 

184. The last option - to devise a completely new arbitration 
regime for New Zealand - cannot be rejected outright but the 
discussion of the selected models indicates that they already offer a 
wide range of ways of dealing with particular issues, and it is 
questionable how much further we should go. The advantages of 
having a model are obvious: the research and discussion already 
undertaken; the texts and commentaries available to provide 
greater understanding; the body of case law which builds up around 
it; and the promotion of greater regional and international 
harmonisation. The further the model is departed from the less 
these advantages become. But changes are not altogether 
excluded. The model is after all only a model, and it should be 
possible to make the changes necessary to adapt it to particular 
needs and circumstances - provided they do not depart from its 
overall philosophy. 

185. If those options are discounted, the question is what model 
to adopt. The English model does have a certain appeal as being the 
closest to the New Zealand tradition of arbitration - and yet 
providing for some liberalisation so that arbitration (in particular 
international arbitration) can be more effective. But the question 
is really whether it goes far enough in dealing with the problems of 
the existing regime. We doubt that it does, in particular 
considering the extent to which it leaves matters to the common 
law. 



186. The Australian model must also be considered carefully. 
Not only because of CER - although this is very important - but 
because it does provide a somewhat more coherent and 
comprehensive approach to arbitration than the English model. 
However the overall philosophy is not all that different, historically 
stemming from a basic distrust of arbitration and other private 
forms of dispute resolution. Further, as regards CER, Australia is 
about to adopt the UNCITRAL Model Law for international 
arbitration on an "opt out" basis. The Australian Acts will remain 
for domestic arbitration and for those international cases where the 
parties choose the domestic regime. Our tentative view for New 
Zealand is that the arguments in favour of avoiding a 
domestic/international dichotomy in our arbitration laws weigh 
against the adoption of a completely separate law for domestic 
arbitration. 

187. It may be clear by this stage that our present preference is 
to adopt the UNCITRAL Model Law, certainly for international 
arbitration. There are the obvious arguments of international 
harmonisation and CER in favour of it. More importantly it seems 
to strike the right balance between the interests of arbitral 
autonomy and judicial supervision (see in particular the discussion in 
Part I1 related to questions 6, 7, 11, 22, 25 and 27). Essentially the 
Model Law represents the clearest idea of arbitration as a form of 
dispute resolution which is based on private contract rather than 
public authority, and which is an alternative (rather than an 
adjunct) to the courts, though still subject to limited judicial 
supervision. This seems to us to be conceptually the soundest 
approach, as well as being the most conducive to arbitration as an 
effective technique for dispute resolution. Although the Model Law 
is itself restricted to written agreements (as is the present New 
Zealand Act), commercial arbitration and international arbitration, 
we think its approach is equally appropriate for other forms of 
consensual arbitration (see questions 2, 3 and 4). Therefore we 
would propose expanding the Model Law's scope of application to 
encompass these as well. 

188. There might have to be some changes to the Model Law for 
domestic arbitration at least. We have tried to indicate the 
possibilities in the course of formulating the issues. Mostly these 
come down to cases where - 
(a) because of the generally closer connection of domestic 

parties with national laws, a closer connection with national 
courts might be appropriate (questions 6, 25 and 27); 

(b) because domestic parties may have less experience of 
arbitration and lack support from arbitration institutions, 
supplementary terms might be included (questions 9, 13, 18, 
21, and 23). 

The second category calls only for a filling out of the Model Law's 
non-mandatory provisions. But the first category does require more 
far-reaching changes for domestic arbitration. In particular it may 



be argued that the court should be given an overriding discretion to 
refuse a stay of proceedings in the face of a valid and enforceable 
arbitration agreement, and that it should be allowed to review an 
arbitral award for error of law. Such changes (like the other 
changes suggested to supplement the Model Law) would bring it 
closer to the Australian Acts. Thus there could be a greater degree 
of harmonisation on the domestic level. 

189. On the other hand it may be argued that to give those 
additional powers of intervention to the court would take it too far 
from the Model Law's starting point of minimal court involvement. 
This is our tentative view. We are inclined to think that the closer 
connection with national laws is insufficient justification for 
making such a change - particularly if the consumer protection 
element is left to be dealt with at the more general level of 
contract law. At the same time we would question the need to 
restrict the supplementary provisions referred to above to domestic 
arbitration - since they may be of benefit to international parties 
as well. In any event, since the provisions would not be mandatory, 
international parties could contract out of them if they so wished - 
as indeed could domestic parties who did not require them. This 
suggests that the distinction between international and domestic 
arbitration could be dispensed with, leaving it to the parties in each 
case to adapt the Model Law to their own needs. 

190. If distinctions are made between international and domestic 
arbitration a great deal will hinge on the precise definition of 
"international". We have indicated that the Model Law's definition 
may not be ideal, and indeed it is questionable whether any 
definition could be. However somewhat greater flexibility can be 
achieved by allowing international parties the same choice as they 
will have in Australia (assuming the SCAG proposal for the Model 
Law is adopted) to opt out of the international regime and choose 
the domestic regime for their arbitration. The same flexibility can 
be allowed for in the domestic context if the parties there are 
allowed to opt into the international regime (as proposed by the 
Hong Kong Law Reform Commission). Thus the parties need not be 
prejudiced because they fall on one or other side of the necessarily 
somewhat arbitrary dividing line between "international" and 
"domestic" arbitration. Nor do we think the time for such choices 
would have to be restricted to after the dispute arises (as the Hong 
Kong Commission recommends for domestic parties contracting 
into the international regime). Particular problems of 
unconscionability and the like can be left to be dealt with under the 
general contract law, which is still developing in this respect. 

191. Among other matters that will have to be attended to is the 
fate of the provisions for court-annexed arbitration currently in the 
New Zealand Act, and the various provisions for statutory 
arbitration (see question 28). As indicated, our present view is that 
the former cannot really be regarded as arbitration but may be 
useful (and therefore should be retained in another form), and that 



in the latter case a distinction should be made between arbitrators 
effectively carrying out the function of administrative tribunals (in 
which case maybe they should be treated as such) and forms of 
statutory arbitration which are analogous to consensual arbitration, 
where there may still be a case for retaining them. 

192. There is also the important question of a statutory provision 
regarding arbitrability (question 5). This is something we are 
inclined to favour, since it can be used to reduce the restrictions on 
arbitration to a minimum. A related question is the reduction of 
other legislative obstacles to arbitration. We would advocate the 
repeal of s.8 of the Insurance Law Reform Act 1977, but are not so 
concerned about the restrictions on arbitration in the (now) 
Disputes Tribunals Act 1988 and statutes establishing specialised 
courts and tribunals - since here at least some of the advantages of 
arbitration are found in those courts and tribunals. 

193. Finally, regarding the statutes which implement the 
international conventions to which New Zealand is a party, (apart 
from the 1979 Act referred to already) the main concern is what 
should become of the Arbitration Clauses (Protocol) and the 
Arbitration (Foreign Awards) Act 1933 in the light of the 
Arbitration (Foreign Agreements and Awards) Act 1982. This has 
not been discussed at length in this paper, but we have indicated 
that the original intention was that the New York Convention 
should supersede the Protocol on Arbitration Clauses and the 
Convention on Foreign Awards. In the New Zealand case the earlier 
Act could be repealed (although the Protocol and Convention would 
remain part of our international obligations) and the few remaining 
outstanding territories still covered by it dealt with as if under the 
later regime. As far as the 1982 Act is concerned, we think its 
approach should be extended to non-Convention countries through 
the Model Law's equivalent provisions for recognition and 
enforcement of arbitral agreements and awards. The remaining 
significance of the New York Convention would be its application to 
"foreign domestic" agreements and awards. But it may even be that 
the Model Law provisions could be extended to cover these as well 
(replacing altogether the 1982 Act) thus removing any residual 
dichotomy in New Zealand's arbitration laws. 

194. In summary, the Law Commission's present opinion - based 
on the belief that party autonomy should receive greater emphasis, 
that the law can be made clearer and more accessible, and that a 
sound internationally developed model is available - is that New 
Zealand's arbitration laws might be broadly reformed as follows - 

(a) the 1908 Arbitration Act (as amended) to be replaced with 
legislation modelled on the UNCITRAL Model Law - 
perhaps with some additional modifications for domestic 
arbitration agreements (but preferably not); 

(b) arbitration at common law (presently appplicable to 
unwritten agreements) to be brought under the statutory 
regime; 



(C) the limits on arbitrability to be defined by statute in a 
minimal sense; 

(d) only such statutory arbitration as can be fully assimilated 
to consensual arbitration to remain under the arbitration 
regime; 

(e) the 1982 Arbitration (Foreign Agreements and Awards) Act 
to completely supersede the 1933 Act - and possibly both to 
be subsumed under the general regime; 

(f) the 1979 Arbitration (International Investment Disputes) 
Act to remain unchanged. 

195. Finally, we return to the importance of responses to this 
paper - on matters of fact as well as opinion - to assist us in 
deciding whether to confirm or depart from the present opinion. 
The next stage in this law reform process is heavily dependent on 
those interested in this area making their views known - in writing 
to the Commission in the first instance, although that may later be 
supplemented by oral discussion. 




